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Abstract In the early 1980s, Germany started a new era of
modern Antarctic research. The Alfred Wegener Institute
Helmholtz Centre for Polar and Marine Research (AWI) was
founded and important research platforms such as the German
permanent station in Antarctica, today called Neumayer III, and
the research icebreaker Polarstern were installed. The research
primarily focused on the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean.
In parallel, the German Research Foundation (Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft, DFG) started a priority program
‘Antarctic Research’ (since 2003 called SPP-1158) to foster
and intensify the cooperation between scientists from different
German universities and the AWI as well as other institutes in-
volved in polar research. Here, we review the main findings in
meteorology and oceanography of the last decade, funded by the
priority program. The paper presents field observations and
modelling efforts, extending from the stratosphere to the deep
ocean. The research spans a large range of temporal and spatial
scales, including the interaction of both climate components. In
particular, radiative processes, the interaction of the changing
ozone layer with large-scale atmospheric circulations, and chang-
es in the sea ice cover are discussed. Climate and weather fore-
cast models provide an insight into the water cycle and the
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climate change signals associated with synoptic cyclones.
Investigations of the atmospheric boundary layer focus on the
interaction between atmosphere, sea ice and ocean in the vicinity
of polynyas and leads. The chapters dedicated to polar oceanog-
raphy review the interaction between the ocean and ice shelves
with regard to the freshwater input and discuss the changes in
water mass characteristics, ventilation and formation rates, cru-
cial for the deepest limb of the global, climate-relevant meridio-
nal overturning circulation. They also highlight the associated
storage of anthropogenic carbon as well as the cycling of carbon,
nutrients and trace metals in the ocean with special emphasis on
the Weddell Sea.
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AOGCM Atmosphere-ocean general circulation model
AWI Alfred Wegener Institute Helmholtz Centre for
Polar and Marine Research
CAO Cold air outbreak
CBL Convective boundary layer
CDW Circumpolar Deep Water
CFC Chlorofluorocarbon
COSMO Consortium of small-scale modelling
CTD Conductivity-temperature-depth
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Research Foundation)
DOC Dissolved organic carbon
DOM Dissolved organic matter
DWD German Meteorological Service
ECHAM General circulation model of the Max Planck
Institute for Meteorology (Hamburg)
EMAC ECHAM/MESSy Atmospheric Chemistry
ERA ECMWF reanalysis
ETC Extra-tropical cyclone
FESOM Finite Element Sea ice Ocean Model
FRIS Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf
GHG Greenhouse gas
HIRHAM Regional climate model combining HIRLAM
and ECHAM
HIRLAM High-resolution limited area model
HSSW High-Salinity Shelf Water
LES Large Eddy Simulation
LIS Larsen Ice Shelf
MODIS Moderate-Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer
NAM Northern Annular Mode
NCEP National Centres for Environmental Prediction
NH Northern hemisphere
OA Ocean acidification
P-E Precipitation minus evaporation
PACC Potential anthropogenic climate changes
SAM Southern Annular Mode
SAMW Subantarctic Mode Water
SH Southern hemisphere
SIC Sea ice concentration
SIE Sea ice extent
SPP Schwerpunktprogramm (DFG Priority Program)
SZA Solar zenith angle
UV Ultraviolet
WDW Warm Deep Water
WMO World Meteorological Organization
WSBW Weddell Sea Bottom Water
WSDW Weddell Sea Deep Water
1 Introduction
Two hundred years ago, the Southern Ocean was viewed as an
inaccessible, stormy and icy sea, challenging dauntless explorers,
hunters and whalers. Today, the Southern Ocean is considered to
be an important tessera of the climate puzzle hosting numerous
processes of global importance. It connects the three major
oceans through the most vigorous ocean current on Earth, the
Antarctic Circumpolar Current, ventilates most of the world
ocean abyss, participates in the global carbon cycle and affects
the rate of global sea level rise due to the interaction with the
Antarctic Ice Sheet. However, the Southern Ocean not only acts
but also reacts to sea floor topography and the polar atmosphere.
The former guides currents around the continent, warmwaters of
open ocean origin into ice shelf cavities, dense shelf waters down
the continental slope and determines the kind of water able to
escape the basins of themarginal seas. The latter provides energy
for driving the ocean currents, controls the surface fluxes of heat
and moisture, regulates the exchange of natural and anthropo-
genic gases and determines sea ice properties and coverage with
consequences for primary production, ocean-air fluxes andwater
mass characteristics. The atmosphere links air-ice-ocean interac-
tion with the stratosphere, e.g. changes in stratospheric circula-
tion, due to ozone loss, to tropospheric circulations and sea ice
coverage. Furthermore, the atmosphere is the fastest connection
between Antarctica and the mid-latitudes, and the tropics.
It is the interplay between both components of the climate
system, which restricts scientific surveys in the Southern
Ocean mainly to the austral summer season, and even then,
the access to the continental shelves of the marginal seas is
limited. The combination of results from the few expeditions
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to the Antarctic coast, the increasing capability of satellite
sensors, and the progress achieved in terms of numerical mod-
el development revealed that the continental shelves are the
prime locations for sea ice formation due to intense ocean heat
loss to the cold atmosphere. Concentrated in coastal polynyas,
the resulting brine rejection causes a densification of the con-
tinental shelf water. This water mass either contributes to the
formation of deep and bottom water or participates in the sub-
ice shelf circulation providing the heat for basal melting. The
meltwater input influences the stability of the shelf water col-
umn with consequences for sea ice cover, for air-sea fluxes
and for the characteristics of the deep and bottom waters. The
main source region for both water masses is the southern ex-
treme of the Atlantic Ocean, the Weddell Sea (Fig. 1). Due to
the ocean ridges fringing theWeddell Basin, onlyWeddell Sea
Deep Water escapes via several deep passages and feeds the
Antarctic BottomWater, historically assumed to be the source
for most of the abyssal waters.
Due to the potential of the Weddell Sea region for innova-
tive discoveries and the relative vicinity to home ports, past
(W. Filchner,Deutschland Expedition, 1911–1913) and recent
German investigations focussed on the Weddell Sea and the
fringing continent including ice shelves and the hinterland.
Since 1981, continental research in the Weddell Sea area is
based on the Ekstrømisen at the German permanent station,
today called ‘Neumayer III’, and the summer Kohnen Station
on Drauning Maud Land (Fig. 1). Since 1982, expeditions to
theWeddell Sea (and beyond) are supported immensely by the
icebreaker Polarstern, which provides the platform for multi-
disciplinary polar research even during the austral winter
months. Two research aircraft are available for scientific cam-
paigns during the summer season. These research platforms
(stations, icebreaker, aircraft) are run by the Alfred Wegener
Institute Helmholtz Centre for Polar and Marine Research
(AWI) and allow the operation of modern devices ranging
from ROVs to recently used unmanned air vehicles (UAV,
Jonassen et al. 2015) for atmospheric boundary layer research.
Here, we review the achievements of recent investigations
of the polar atmosphere and ocean with the focus on the
Weddell Sea, primarily funded by the Priority Program
(Schwerpunktprogramm, SPP-1158) ‘Antarctic Research’ of
the German National Science Foundation (Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft, DFG). The main aim of the SPP is
to give scientists from universities access to Antarctic stations
and research platforms, thereby fostering and intensifying the
cooperation between scientists from different German univer-
sities and the AWI as well as other institutes worldwide in-
volved in polar research. This paper summarizes the main
findings of the last decade.
2 Climate relevant processes in the Antarctic
atmosphere
The atmosphere is a key component of the Antarctic climate
system. Atmospheric processes ranging from micrometres to
thousands of kilometres are responsible for the interaction and
transports of momentum, energy and matter at the interface of
ocean and ice surfaces, exchange between tropics, mid-latitudes
and the Antarctic and the exchange between stratosphere and
Fig. 1 Map of the Atlantic Sector
of the Southern showing bottom
topography, trajectories of warm
deep water (WDW, red), Weddell
sea deep water (WSDW, dark
blue), Ice shelf water (ISW, light
blue), and low-salinity shelf water
(LSSW, green). Locations of one
historic (Forster) and the two re-
cent German stations on the con-
tinent as blue dots. Abbreviations
used are listed in the insert
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troposphere. Research in the realm of the Antarctic atmosphere
contributed to the understanding of the interaction of the chang-
ing ozone layer with large-scale atmospheric circulations and
changes in the sea ice cover (Section 2.1). The complex inter-
action between the radiation field as a function of wavelength,
snow reflection and clouds was investigated (Section 2.2).
Studies using climate and weather forecast models improved
knowledge of the climate change signals associated with syn-
optic cyclones (Section 2.3) and the water cycle (Section 2.4).
Investigations of the atmospheric boundary layer focused on the
interaction between atmosphere, sea ice and ocean particularly
for leads and polynyas (Section 2.5).
2.1 Ozone-related changes in atmospheric circulation
and sea ice extent
The stratospheric ozone depletion is most evident in the ozone
hole that appears each austral spring over Antarctica. The
ozone depletion led to a 6 °C cooling of the lower stratosphere
over the South Pole and an associated intensification of the
stratospheric vortex in spring. The interaction of these strato-
spheric changes with the troposphere and particularly with the
sea ice extent in the Antarctic was a focus of international
research during the last decade. Since 1992, weekly ozone
soundings have been performed at the German Antarctic re-
search station Neumayer (König-Langlo and Loose, 2007).
These measurements continue the time series that started al-
ready in 1985 at the neighbouring German research base
Georg-Forster-Station (König-Langlo and Gernandt, 2009).
Ozone sensors (ECC 5A/6A) mounted on RS80/RS90/RS92
radiosondes (Vaisala) have been used. High ozone partial
pressures are measured at altitudes around 20 km—called
‘ozone layer’—from December/January to the end of
August. During Antarctic spring (September to November),
the ozone layer vanishes more or less completely.
This Antarctic springtime ozone depletion shows remark-
able interannual variations (Fig. 2). From 1985 to about 2006,
an overall reduction of the ozone partial pressure in the ozone
layer is obvious. The ozone reduction is strongly correlated
with a cooling of the stratosphere. Corresponding variations or
a significant trend during other seasons could not be
ascertained. A biennial oscillation of the springtime ozone
concentrations is evident from 1985 until 1989. Labitzke
and Van Loon (1992) explained this behaviour as dynamically
induced from the quasi-biennial oscillation of stratospheric
wind above the equator. In the 1990s, the biennial oscillation
of the spring ozone concentration was not measured any lon-
ger. The data showed a more or less continuous reduction of
the ozone concentration and a cooling of the air around
70 hPa. Crutzen and Arnold (1986) explained this behaviour
as a chemical effect caused by the worldwide rising anthropo-
genic chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) concentrations.
Between 2001 and 2004, the overall springtime ozone con-
centrations measured above an altitude of 20 km were rising
again. This effect was interpreted as the beginning of the re-
covery of the ‘ozone hole’ as a response to the worldwide ban
of nearly any CFC product in the Montreal Protocol in 1987.
However, the measurements in the following years from
Neumayer II (Hoppel et al. 2005) showed that the recovery
of the ozone hole did not start at that time. Especially the very
high temperatures and ozone concentrations during Spring
2002 (Fig. 2) could be explained as a consequence of a dy-
namic breakdown of the Antarctic stratospheric vortex during
winter. It took a whole decade until the measurements from
Neumayer and other Antarctic stations indicated an ongoing
recovery of the ozone layer. In September 2014, the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) officially posted the
success of the Montreal Protocol from 1987 (WMO 2014).
However, the observed increase of global annual mean total
ozone of 1 % between 2000 and 2013 compared to the large
Fig. 2 Time series of the average
ozone partial pressure (red) and
temperature (blue) at 70 hPa at the
stations Georg-Forster and
Neumayer covering the period
1985 to 2014
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interannual variability found in that time period did not allow
to conclude a recovery of the Antarctic ozone.
The trends of sea ice extent (SIE) during the last decades
are different for both hemispheres. Arctic sea ice has dramat-
ically decreased in the recent past. Estimates from satellite
measurements find a negative trend of about 10 % per decade
since 1979 (Comiso et al. 2008). In contrast, annual mean
Antarctic sea ice increased by about 1 % per decade for the
years 1978–2006 (Turner et al. 2009).While the Arctic sea-ice
retreat has been associated with the warming of the tropo-
sphere caused by increasing greenhouse gas (GHG) concen-
trations (IPCC 2013), the ozone depletion by man-made hal-
ogens in the polar stratosphere and its impact on tropospheric
circulation have been suggested as the driving mechanism to
explain the observed Antarctic changes (e.g. Thompson and
Solomon 2002). However, there is still low confidence in the
scientific understanding of the observed increase in Antarctic
SIE since 1979, due tomissing knowledge of internal variabil-
ity and competing explanations for the causes of change
(IPCC 2013). With further increasing GHGs and an expected
recovery of polar ozone at the end of the twenty-first century,
projections of future polar climate and its hemispheric differ-
ences are highly uncertain. To understand and project the in-
teractions between the atmosphere, oceans and the cryosphere
as well as the chemical and radiative effects of natural and
anthropogenic climate gases throughout the troposphere and
stratosphere, complex numerical models need to be applied. A
new atmosphere-ocean version of the ECHAM/MESSy
Atmospheric Chemistry (EMAC) chemistry-climate model
was used in a study, which combines the EMAC model
(Jöckel et al. 2006) with the Max Planck Institute-Ocean
Model (MPI-OM, Jungclaus et al. 2006).
The coupled atmosphere-ocean system is characterized
by unforced internal variability on different time scales, as
is evident in a 110-year EMAC simulation that was inte-
grated under fixed boundary conditions for the year 1960.
The analysis begins for austral winter (June/July/August,
JJA), using the Southern Annular Mode (SAM) index at
850 hPa and JJA mean SIE around Antarctica. The SAM
is the dominant mode of low frequency variability in the
southern hemisphere atmosphere, a positive/negative
SAM being associated with stronger/weaker westerly
winds (Thompson and Wallace 2000). The analysis re-
veals a positive correlation between the SAM index and
SIE on interannual time scales, while a significant corre-
lation at low frequencies was not found (Fig. 3). The
positive correlation between the SAM and SIE at interan-
nual time scales is consistent with observations. It has
been suggested to result from stronger westerlies during
positive SAM that insulate the high latitudes from ex-
change with the lower latitudes and lead to an overall
cooling of the Antarctic region, even though some areas
may also experience higher temperatures and less sea ice
during a positive SAM like the Antarctic Peninsula (e.g.
Thompson and Solomon 2002). However, the lack of cor-
relation between the SAM and SIE at low frequencies in
the model does not support the hypothesis that the ob-
served trend towards the positive polarity of the SAM
can explain the observed increase in sea ice.
A comparative analysis of the Arctic region reveals a sim-
ilar behaviour on interannual time scales (not shown) in which
the SIE is positively correlated with the Northern Annular
Mode (NAM)—the northern hemisphere equivalent of the
SAM—consistent with previous studies (e.g. Rigor et al.
2002). However, on time scales longer than 11 years a much
more coherent pattern of behaviour emerges in which periods
of a positive polarity of the NAM are associated with reduced
SIE and vice versa (not shown). This happens because the
NAM is an important driver for the Atlantic meridional
overturning circulation (Eden and Jung 2001); and on time
scales longer than 11 years, an enhanced overturning warms
the high northern latitudes leading to reduced SIE.
Figure 4a shows the evolution of Antarctic SIE between
1960 and 2100, as simulated with the EMACmodel assuming
a continuing future increase of GHG concentrations according
to the RCP6.0 scenario (IPCC 2013) and projected emissions
of ozone depleting substances following the WMO A-1 sce-
nario. During the period of strongest Antarctic ozone deple-
tion (about 1980–2007), the SIE shows considerable interan-
nual variability but no indication of a retreat comparable to the
Arctic. The local changes in sea ice concentration (SIC)
around Antarctica in this period agree with observations
(e.g. Turner et al. 2009): Consistent with an intensification
of the Amundsen-Bellingshausen Sea (ABS) low, enhanced
northerly winds induce a reduction of SIC in the ABS, while
stronger southerlies lead to a larger SIC in the Ross Sea. An
even stronger SIC enhancement was found in the Weddell Sea
(left panel in Fig. 4b). These changes arise from two contri-
butions: (a) an increase of the SAM associated with the inten-
sification of the stratospheric polar vortex during Antarctic
ozone depletion and a concurrent reduction in planetary wave
activity and (b) enhanced synoptic activity due to climate
change. In the upcoming decades (2008–2054, middle panel
in Fig. 4b), i.e. a period with increasing climate change and
declining yet still relevant ozone depletion, the SIC increases
over the Ross and Weddell Seas are weaker. However, in the
second half of the twenty-first century (2055–2096, right pan-
el in Fig. 4b), when total column ozone is projected to recover,
the GHG induced climate change will dominate and Antarctic
SIC is projected to reduce, similar to the Arctic. While the
spatial signatures of past SIE changes in EMAC are consistent
with observations, the largest modelled changes occur in aus-
tral winter and spring, in contrast to autumn in the measure-
ments. More analysis is also required to separate and quantify
the relative impacts of ozone and GHG changes on Antarctic
sea ice and, in general, polar climate.
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2.2 Progress in the measurements of sky luminance
and sky radiance
Variations in the ozone concentrations have a strong impact on
the incoming radiation on the earth surface. It is well known
that the direct impact is strongly wavelength-dependent.
While the influence of ozone concentrations on the radiation
is weak in the visible part of the spectrum, it can be dominant
in parts of the infrared and in the shortwave ultraviolet (UV)
spectrum. An improved understanding of the radiation is
therefore helpful to determine the impact of current and future
changes on the climate in Antarctica. Angular distribution of
solar radiance and its spectral characteristics are key radiative
quantities to study the impact of climate changes in Antarctica
(Cordero et al. 2013, 2014). These quantities and the absorp-
tion characteristics of snow determine how much radiation is
reflected back to space and how much snow melts should
temperatures rise.
In the last decade, the observational capabilities for mea-
suring radiance and luminance were significantly improved.
In contrast to the ‘old’ scanning instruments that needed one
day to measure the spectral radiance field, the newly devel-
oped instruments are now capable to measure sky radiance in
dependence of zenith and azimuth angle in more than 100
directions simultaneously within a second (Riechelmann
et al. 2013; Tohsing et al. 2013; Seckmeyer et al. 2010).
These instruments have already improved our understanding
of climate change in both the Arctic and Antarctic, and we
expect that also for the future.
Sky luminance and spectral radiance have been character-
ized at the Neumayer Station during the austral summer 2003/
2004 (Wuttke and Seckmeyer 2006). The high reflectivity of
the surface (albedo) in Antarctica, reaching values up to
100 % in the UV and visible part of the solar spectrum due
to snow cover (Wuttke et al. 2006) modifies the radiation field
considerably when compared to mid-latitudes. A dependence
Fig. 3 a Normalized JJA mean
time series of the southern
hemisphere sea ice extent SIE (i.e.
SIE is divided by its interannual
standard deviation, about
0.9 × 106 km2) and the SAM
(defined as in Thompson and
Wallace 2000) in the control run
of EMAC-O-CCM. b 11-y run-
ning means using Hamming win-
dow. c Shows (a) minus (b).
Correlation values between the
time series are indicated in the
upper left of each panel
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of luminance and spectral radiance on solar zenith angle
(SZA) and surface albedo was identified. For snow and cloud-
less sky, the horizon luminance exceeds the zenith luminance
by as much as a factor of 8.2 and 7.6 for a SZA of 86° and 48°,
respectively. Thus, a snow surface with high albedo can en-
hance horizon brightening compared to grass by a factor of 1.7
for low sun at a SZA of 86° and by a factor of 5 for high sun at
a SZA of 48°. Measurements of spectral radiance show in-
creased horizon brightening for increasing wavelengths and,
in general, a good agreement with model results. However,
large deviations are found between measured and modelled
values especially in the infrared range that are only partly
explained by measurement uncertainties. Progress is expected
by future studies with the faster instruments available now.
2.3 Extra-tropical cyclones and storms and their impact
on the southern polar hemisphere
Extra-tropical cyclones (ETCs) in the mid to high latitudes of
the southern hemisphere (SH) are a fundamental part of the
atmospheric energy and momentum transport. ETCs are es-
sential for the meridional exchange processes, which are nec-
essary to maintain the hemispheric and, thus, global energy
balance of the Earth’s climate system. In contrast to the north-
ern hemisphere, where stationary waves in the mid-
troposphere are important for the poleward energy transport,
the atmospheric energy transport in the SH is mainly accom-
plished by transient and shorter baroclinic waves, evident as
travelling ETCs at the surface. In the absence of orographic
influences, which lead to distinct areas of baroclinic cyclogen-
esis in the northern Atlantic and Pacific, the SH transient
waves have a more circumpolar distribution. At present, po-
tential anthropogenic climate changes (PACC) are investigat-
ed by means of a multi-model ensemble of state-of-the-art
coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation model
(AOGCM) simulations, especially to understand the nature
and causes of potential changes in future ETCs and their im-
pact on Antarctica.
Most individual models as well as the ensemble mean are
able to reproduce the general ETC characteristics of the SH.
Nevertheless, a large model-to-model variability is revealed
with respect to the quantity of simulated ETCs. Grieger et al.
(2014) used a new scaling approach to account for these sys-
tematic biases. Applying the SRES A1B scenario (e.g.
Nakicenovi et al. 2000) the total number of cyclones decreases
at the end of the twenty-first century (due to stronger warming
of the lower troposphere in polar regions one would expect
less net energy transport). However, the majority of analysed
AOGCMs (Fig. 5) diagnose an increased number of extremely
strong ETCs. This general change is associated with a
Fig. 4 a Evolution of the Antarctic total ozone column (in Dobson Unit,
DU, 60° S–90° S mean, black) in October and Antarctic sea ice extent
(SIE, in km2, blue) in December between 1960 and 2100, simulated with
the EMAC chemistry-climate model, assuming the RCP6.0 greenhouse
gas scenario and the WMO-A1 scenario for ozone depleting substances.
The time series have been smoothed by applying three times a 1-2-1 filter.
bDecadal trends in sea ice concentration (SIC) in October for the periods
1980–2007 (left), 2008–2054 (middle), and 2055–2096 (right). Grid box-
es with SIC >0.15 are considered as covered with sea ice
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poleward shift related to upper tropospheric tropical warming
and shifting meridional sea surface temperature gradients in
the Southern Ocean (Grieger et al. 2014). The largest increase
of strong cyclone activity was found in the eastern
hemisphere.
The potential anthropogenic climate change also im-
p a c t s p o l ew a r d mo i s t u r e f l u x e s i n t h e SH .
Distinguishing between thermodynamic and dynamic in-
fluences of PACC on moisture fluxes, PACC signals of
the responsible waves in the synoptic scale show a pole-
ward shift related to the poleward shift of ETCs (Grieger
et al. 2015). Antarctic net precipitation was calculated by
means of the vertically integrated moisture flux. Grieger
et al. (2015) found signals of increasing net precipitation
whereas the dynamical part of net precipitation decreased.
They explained these findings with the low variability of
synoptic-scale waves, which generally decreased, espe-
cially off the coast of West Antarctica, and suggested that
this is related to a changing variability of the ABS low.
Another factor potentially changing Antarctic surface cli-
mate, is the SH springtime ozone depletion since the mid-
1980s. It has its strongest impact during the austral summer
months (DJF) due to a slow downward propagation of ozone
hole induced anomalies in temperature, geopotential height,
and wind fields. Stronger zonal surface winds were supposed
to isolate the Antarctic vicinity, inducing a cooling signal in
surface temperature (Gillett and Thompson, 2003).
Simulations with the ECHAM/MESSy Atmospheric
Chemistry model show, however, an enhancement of
Antarctic surface temperature in the recent past (1960 to
2000) (Fig. 6, top left). The warming of the Antarctic surface
climate, which is in good agreement with recently published
observational studies (Steig et al. 2009; Schneider et al. 2012),
is due to climate change by increasing GHG concentrations. It
is found to be a consequence of enhanced meridional heat
transport by synoptic waves (Fig. 6, top right), associated with
an increased storm track density around Antarctica (not
shown). The contribution to the heat flux by planetary waves
(Fig. 6, top middle), however, is strongly reduced (consistent
with stronger zonal winds, Fig. 6, top left). Due to the occur-
rence of the ozone hole, synoptic heat fluxes near the surface
are suppressed, and the decrease in the planetary heat flux
throughout the troposphere predominates (Fig. 6, lower
middle), leading to a subsequent cooling of the continent.
These results illustrate a counteraction of different climate
drivers (enhanced sea-surface temperatures due to climate
change and recurring springtime ozone hole), leading to a
two-way impact on the characteristics of SH extra-tropical
waves with a more or less pronounced enhancement of syn-
optic heat transport. However, more impacts have to be taken
into account to fully explain the observed recent Antarctic
surface changes, such as reduced radiative input due to cloud
Fig. 5 Relative climate change signal [%] of the multi-model ensemble cyclone track density (April–September) for all (left) and strong (right) cyclones.
Stippled areas indicate significant changes (p < 0.05) with respect to a Student’s t test (Figure adopted from Grieger et al. 2014)
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cover changes with increased cyclone activity, or changes in
regional wind systems, such as katabatic winds.
2.4 Components of the water cycle and their role for ice
and snow accumulation
Precipitation is the dominant term among the various compo-
nents of surface snow accumulation. Information from in situ
observations for precipitation events are hardly available due
to the difficulties in measuring precipitation under Antarctic
conditions, even when using automatic weather stations (e.g.
van den Broeke et al. 2004; Welker et al. 2014). Therefore, an
annual snow accumulation climatology has been frequently
used as an indicator for precipitation (King and Turner
1997). Later on, precipitation climatologies have been derived
from model data, such as reanalysis data (Bromwich et al.
2011), mesoscale weather forecasts using the Antarctic
Mesoscale Prediction System (Bromwich et al. 2005) as
shown by Schlosser et al. (2008) or by regional climate
models (van de Berg et al. 2006; Lenaerts et al. 2012).
Recently, Palerme et al. (2014) have used satellite products
from CloudSat to derive precipitation. Highest precipitation
rates of more than 500 mm per year were found along the
coastal escarpment; on the ice sheet plateau, the rates drop to
less than 100 mm per year.
2.4.1 Precipitation processes related to synoptic disturbances
Large portions of precipitation in the coastal regions fall dur-
ing episodes of passing fronts of cyclonic systems (King and
Turner 1997). If precipitation, and hence the accumulation,
occurs preferentially during particular months of the year,
the temperature derived from ice core analysis will be biased
towards the conditions prevailing during these days in the
region around the drilling site. Thus, it is necessary to know
the amount and timing of precipitation and to investigate pre-
cipitation events on short time scales with high spatial
resolution.
A high spatial and temporal resolution is needed particu-
larly for the simulation of high precipitation events. A selected
weather situation, formation and horizontal distribution of
clouds and precipitation in Queen Maud Land have been in-
vestigated by Wacker et al. (2009), using a high-resolution
non-hydrostatic weather forecast model COSMO (consortium
of small-scale modelling; Steppeler et al. 2003). This model
was initially developed at the German Meteorological Service
(DWD) and applied in that study for the first time for Antarctic
Fig. 6 Past changes (1960–2000) in surface temperature and wind [in K
andm/s, left panels], zonal mean heat flux from planetary (middle panels)
and synoptic (right panels) waves [in km/s] in DJF. Blue shades denote a
cooling in surface temperature and an enhancement in heat fluxes. The
analyses are based on 20-year time slice simulations under respective
conditions. The top row shows the climate change signal due to rising
GHGs and stratospheric ozone depletion. The bottom row shows the
response to stratospheric ozone depletion only
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conditions. A 12-day episode from February 1999 is ad-
dressed, when low-pressure systems and related fronts trav-
elled along the coast of Queen Maud Land. Emphasis was
placed on the temporal evolution and horizontal distribution
of clouds and precipitation in high spatial resolution (7-km
horizontal mesh size).
The model captures the overall meteorological situation.
The horizontal distribution of 12-day precipitation sums is
shown in Fig. 7. The amount of modelled precipitation, in
particular sums larger than 100mm in some regions with steep
topography, seems to be large when compared to the annual
climatologies and to simulations with the Antarctic mesoscale
prediction system (AMPS) or ECMWF reanalysis (ERA)-
Interim reanalysis (Welker et al. 2014). The spatial precipita-
tion distribution is dominated by topographic effects:
Precipitation amount generally decreases towards the interior
similar as seen in climatologies. In the high-resolution simu-
lation, however, the decrease neither follows increasing dis-
tance from the coast nor the topographic contours. Instead,
precipitation bands of some 100-km width appear on the pla-
teau. The bands may be connected to the path of the frontal
cloud systems, and may also be related to orographically in-
duced gravity waves (see e.g. Zaengl 2005), which have been
studied for long for Antarctica. Such mesoscale features can
only be resolved by models with mesh sizes of 10 km or less
(e.g. Valkonen et al. 2010).
Figure 8 shows time series of 6-h precipitation at a partic-
ular grid point close to Neumayer Station from the study of
Wacker et al. (2009). The simulated timing of precipitation
agrees with synoptic observations. The figure also illustrates
some of the difficulties in precipitation modelling. The precip-
itation amount during the first 6 h of the forecast is systemat-
ically underestimated due to the spin-up effect. Even beyond
the spin-up period two successive model runs clearly differ in
the amount of precipitation falling in the overlapping period.
Without observational data, we cannot tell which one is more
reliable.
All mentioned studies on precipitation in Antarctica using
mesoscale forecast models, show some success in the simula-
tion of general spatial and temporal patterns. Nevertheless, all
model precipitation data for Antarctica reveal deficiencies,
such as the supposed overestimation (Fig. 8). This argues for
a continuing effort in both numerical model development and
precipitation observations.
2.4.2 Regional climate model simulations of the water cycle
Regional climate model (RCM) simulations based on
HIRHAM4 (regional climate model combining high-
resolution limited area model (HIRLAM) and ECHAM)
have been carried out over Antarctica laterally driven by
European Reanalysis data ERA-40 for four decades be-
tween 1958 and 1998. The model simulations with a hor-
izontal resolution of 50 km provide a relative realistic
simulation of the mean atmospheric circulation,
baroclinic-scale weather systems, and the spatial distribu-
tion of precipitation minus sublimation structures
(Dethloff et al. 2010). The associated atmospheric
Fig. 7 Horizontal distribution of
simulated precipitation sums (in
mm water equivalent) for the
period 2 February 12 UTC to 13
February 00 UTC, taken from
successive COSMO- model runs.
The runs started on 1 to 11
February 1999 each at 12 UTC.
The first 12 h of each simulation
are skipped as spin-up time. From
Wacker et al. (2009), Figure 13b.
Copyright Cambridge University
Press, reprinted with permission
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circulation and synoptic variability of the model agree
with that of ERA-40, however with a pronounced internal
variability (Xin et al. 2010). The computed precipitation
minus evaporation (P-E) trends describe the observed
surface mass accumulation increase at the West Antarctic
coasts and reductions in parts of East Antarctica (Fig. 9).
The regional accumulation changes are largely driven by
changes in the transient activity around the Antarctic coasts
due to the varying Antarctic oscillation (AAO) phases. The
monthly mean AAO index from 1958 to 1998 is based on the
first principal component of the National Centres for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP) 850 hPa extratropical
height field (20° S–90° S) adapted from Thompson and
Wallace (2000). During positive AAO, more transient pres-
sure systems travel towards the continent; thus, West
Antarctica and parts of southeastern Antarctica gain more pre-
cipitation and mass. Over central Antarctica, the prevailing
anticyclone causes a strengthening of polar desertification
connected with a reduced surface mass balance in the northern
part of East Antarctica. The shifts in the AAO pattern is ac-
companied by changes in the short baroclinic waves. The
associated heat and humidity fluxes (on time scales 2–6 days
at 850 hPa) between positive and negative AAO periods show
most pronounced shifts over the Southern Ocean. During pos-
itive AAO phases, increased heat and humidity transports, due
to synoptical cyclones towards the Antarctic continent, appear
over the Pacific Ocean, while over the Atlantic Ocean a re-
duction occurs (Dethloff et al. 2010).
2.5 The atmospheric boundary layer and interactions
with sea-ice and ocean
The grid size of the newest generation of weather prediction
models reaches the kilometre range and might decrease in the
future to even smaller values, approaching finally the scale of
Fig. 8 Time series of simulated 6-h precipitation sums (in mm water
equivalent; allocated to the final time of the period), valid at a model grid
point near Neumayer Station. Results are plotted for the 48-h simulation
period from COSMO model runs as used for Fig. 7. Start of a new run is
marked by a square. Successive runs are plotted alternatively as black
solid and red dashed lines. Asterisks mark whether the synop data report
precipitation (yes >0, no =0), but they do not indicate the amount of
precipitation; cases of blowing/drifting snow are excluded. Copyright
Cambridge University Press, reprinted with permission
Fig. 9 Annual accumulation
trends (mm/year2) for 1992–2001
based on HIRHAM simulations.
The areas of significant positive
or negative changes with 95 %
confidence are indicated.White
regions describe areas below the
95 % significance level
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large convective eddies in very shallow convection. The turbu-
lent processes at grid sizes around 1 km become partly resolved
and partly parameterized. When flux parameterizations in this
overlapping region (often called grey zone or terra-incognita;
Wyngaard (2004); Mironov (2009)) are not adjusted to the
higher resolution, fluxes can be double-counted. Studies on
convective mesoscale processes that occur frequently in both
polar regions are presented in the followingwith a special focus
on the difficulties related to the grey-zone problem. Due to the
similar environment, process studies that have been carried out
in the Arctic are very relevant for the Antarctic as well.
2.5.1 Convection over leads
The atmospheric boundary layer over closed polar sea ice is
often characterized by a near-neutral or slightly stable layer of
100–300-m thickness, capped by a strong inversion. Radiative
cooling or warm-air advection can even lead to surface-based
inversions. However, also convective processes can occur
over small cracks in sea ice, which often widen to channels
or lake-like openings (leads; Fig. 10). Over leads, the large
difference between air and sea surface temperature generates
strong convective plumes, which interact with the stably strat-
ified environment (see, e.g. the review paper by Vihma et al.
(2014)). The strong unstable stratification over the leads with
Obukhov lengths down to 0.11 m (Andreas and Cash 1999)
causes heat fluxes (up to several hundred W m−2). Therefore,
they have to be taken into account in the calculation of the
surface energy budget even when the area fraction of leads is
often not greater than 1–5 %. Although the effect of single
leads can be small, the integral effect of a lead ensemble in a
large region can increase the near-surface temperature of a
drifting air parcel by several Kelvin when the sea ice concen-
tration changes by 1 % only (Lüpkes et al. 2008a).
Thus, it is important to account for convection over leads in
climate models. The horizontal scale of leads and plumes is
much below the grid size of climate models so that the fluxes
over grid boxes with partial sea ice coverage usually depend
linearly on the sea ice concentration. However, Andreas and
Cash (1999) emphasize that fluxes per unit area are larger over
small leads than over large ones, and Lüpkes and Gryanik
(2015) show that the transfer of momentum and heat depends
nonlinearly on sea ice concentration.
The treatment of convection over leads is not only difficult
with respect to surface fluxes, the processes above the surface
layer are also complex as shown by, e.g. Lüpkes et al. (2008b)
and Esau (2007). One reason is the strong horizontal non-
homogeneity related to the developing plume, which consists
of thermals drifting with the mean wind. The inclination of this
plume (Fig. 11) depends on wind and the buoyancy flux. While
there are large upward heat fluxes within the plume, cooling
over ice causes also a slightly stably stratified layer with small
downward heat fluxes below the plume. Lüpkes et al. (2008b)
used the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) model PALM with 10-
m grid size for a detailed modelling of the turbulent processes
over leads and compared the results with those of the mesoscale
model METRAS (Schlünzen 1990). The latter was run with a
grid size of 200 m, which resolves the plume but not the smaller
eddies (thermals) as the LES does. A good agreement of both
model results could only be obtained whenMETRASwas used
with a new turbulence closure accounting for the effects of
horizontal non-homogeneity caused by the convective plume.
It combines a local closure outside the plume region with a non-
local closure inside the plume. For the non-local closure, a new
scaling was suggested which is based on the vertically integrat-
ed mean horizontal velocity at the lead’s upstream edge, on the
surface buoyancy flux over the lead, and on the internal con-
vective boundary layer height (upper boundary of plume). In
contrast, the traditional scaling assuming horizontal homogene-
ity did not work for this resolution.
The application of the new closure showed that regions of
down-gradient transport and counter-gradient transport are
well reproduced as in the corresponding LES (Fig. 11).
Hence, a good agreement resulted also for the wind and tem-
perature fields (see Lüpkes et al. 2008b), which were strongly
affected by the convection over leads. These investigations
Fig. 10 Lead observed over the
Barents Sea near Svalbard in
April 2007 (Photo: C. Lüpkes). Its
estimated width is 100 m. Due to
relatively warm air temperatures
around −10 °C only very little sea
smoke, often indicating the
convective plume, developed here
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show that the above parameterizations can be considered as a
first step towards an adjustment of convection parameteriza-
tions to the grey zone in case of shallow convection over
leads. Forthcoming climate models should account for the
nonlinear dependence of fluxes on the sea ice concentration.
2.5.2 Cold-air outbreaks
Processes over leads can influence the inner polar ocean re-
gions and the marginal sea ice zones, but during cold-air out-
breaks (CAOs) energy fluxes of similar magnitude occur also
over wide ocean regions with open water. Then, strong roll
convection develops and the atmospheric boundary layer
height increases from roughly 100 m over the polar marginal
sea ice zone to 1–2 km in a far distance (Fig. 12). Several
100 km downstream of the ice edge, typically, a transition
from roll to cellular convection takes place.
The patterns of organized convection, which are visible by
cloud streets, are observed over Greenland and the Barents
Sea in more than 50 % of the time during winter (Brümmer
and Pohlmann 2000). Although similar statistics for the
Antarctic are not yet available, satellite images show that
CAOs with organized convection are a frequent phenomenon
during off-ice flow, e.g. over the Bellingshausen Sea. Studies
of CAOs in the Arctic can be considered as representative also
for the Antarctic. Due to their impact on the exchange pro-
cesses between ocean and atmosphere, it is important that they
are well represented by parameterizations used in numerical
weather and climate models.
Several studies (e.g. observational studies by Brümmer
1999; Hartmann et al. 1997) show that roll convection can
substantially contribute to vertical transport of heat, moisture,
and momentum. Therefore, it is often argued that vertical
transport might be enhanced by rolls (e.g. Kristovich et al.
1999). However, as discussed in Gryschka et al. (2014), this
needs to be proven. One reason is that it is not possible to find
an observed reference case without rolls for the same large-
scale forcing. A second reason is that, so far, it was assumed
Fig. 11 The convective plume
region over a lead (position
between 0- and 1-km distance) is
shown for two wind speeds (left
U = 3 m/s, right U = 5 m/s)
roughly as the region bounded by
the 0-contour line. Also, regions
with heat fluxes along the gradi-
ent of potential temperature
(black area) and with counter-
gradient fluxes (white area
bounded by the 0-contour) are
shown as modelled with the LES
PALM (top) and with the meso-
scale model METRAS (bottom).
Figure from Lüpkes et al. (2008b)
Fig. 12 Schematic figure of roll
convection and cloud streets
during a CAO derived from a
PALM simulation. The cross
section in the front shows the
secondary circulation, the cross
section on the right the time
averaged potential temperature
and the height of the CBL (white
line)
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that rolls in CAOs are developing by a pure self-organization
mechanism so that again—for the same forcing—no case can
exist without rolls. However, Gryschka et al. (2008) have
shown with the LES model PALM (Maronga et al. 2015) that
this assumption is not generally valid. They introduced and
distinguished the terms ‘forced roll convection’ and ‘free roll
convection’. Free rolls develop by a pure self-organization of
the flow only for small values of the stability parameter −zi/L
(<10), where zi is the height of the convective mixed layer and
L is the Obukhov length. Forced rolls are triggered by up-
stream heterogeneities in the surface temperature (e.g. in the
marginal ice zone in case of CAOs) and can develop also for
much larger values of −zi/L. Because in CAOs, −zi/L typically
is much larger than 10 (e.g. in most of the observed CAOs in
Brümmer (1999)), it can be expected that forced rolls are the
dominant type of rolls within CAOs situations.
These findings allow a comparison of LES runs with and
without rolls using the same large-scale meteorological forc-
ing. This can be achieved by prescribing the surface tempera-
tures with or without upstream heterogeneities as was done in
the LES parameter study of Gryschka et al. (2014). The au-
thors carried out 27 LES for 12 different CAO scenarios,
covering a wide parameter range typical for CAOs. The
stationary model domain was large enough to cover the devel-
opment of the convective boundary layer (CBL) and roll con-
vection for a wide distance over the ocean (up to 160 km from
the sea ice edge), while the resolution of 50mwas fine enough
to resolve small-scale unorganized turbulence. For each sce-
nario, a roll and non-roll case was simulated and the wave-
length of the rolls varied.
The main result of this study is, although rolls can contrib-
ute significantly to the total vertical turbulent fluxes, that these
fluxes do not differ between roll and non roll-cases (Fig. 13;
exemplary for the buoyancy and moisture fluxes for one CAO
scenario). In other words, forced roll convection does not in-
crease vertical transports but takes over part of the unorga-
nized turbulent transport. Therefore, this study suggests that
roll convection must not be treated by an additional parame-
terization scheme in numerical weather prediction and climate
models. However, as mentioned above, in the future the reso-
lution of weather prediction models will reach the grey zone,
and (forced) roll convectionmight be explicitly resolved, lead-
ing to an overestimation of vertical fluxes (if parameteriza-
tions are not adapted).
There are also studies with mesoscale non-eddy resolv-
ing models (Wacker et al. 2005; Chechin et al. 2013)
Fig. 13 Vertical profiles
averaged over time and along y
(mean ice edge orientation) of the
kinematic buoyancy fluxes (a, b)
after 17-h simulated time and the
kinematic moisture fluxes (c, d) at
successive distances from the ice
edge for one CAO scenario. a, c
The total turbulent fluxes for the
roll (solid lines) and non-roll case
(dashed lines) are shown. b, d
The (resolved) contributions by
rolls (long dashed lines) and un-
organized turbulence (short
dashed lines) for the roll-case are
shown, respectively. The solid
black lines (appearing as almost
one line, a, c) represent the
subgrid-scale contributions to the
total turbulent fluxes. (Spikes in
the profiles (left column) below
100 m appear only due to the
analysis of fluxes in post pro-
cessing and do not occur within
the model physics (see Gryschka
et al. (2014)). Figures from
Gryschka et al. (2014)
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which demonstrate that the observed development of the
convective boundary layer during CAOs, including turbu-
lent fluxes, are well reproduced with grid sizes of 4–
15 km when adequate non-local turbulence closures are
used. These closures do not need to account explicitly for
roll convection, which can be explained by the findings of
Gryschka et al. (2014) described above. Furthermore,
Chechin et al. (2013) found that the formation of a wind
maximum in the convective layer over open water with
strong impact on the turbulent fluxes requires grid sizes
smaller than 30 km for an accurate reproduction.
2.5.3 Katabatic wind and polynyas
The katabatic wind, developing on the Antarctic Ice
Sheet, represents a key factor for the exchange of energy
and momentum between the atmosphere and the underly-
ing surface. Considering the large area of the Antarctic
continent, this wind system plays also an important role
in the global energy and momentum budget. A generally
stable stratification over the ice slopes leads to the devel-
opment of a katabatic wind system, which enhances air/
snow interaction processes and influences the surface
mass balance (van Lipzig et al. 2004; van de Berg et al.
2006). Wind speeds up to gale force are often observed in
confluence zones and regions of steep topography near
the Antarctic coast (Loewe 1972). A special point of in-
terest is the modification of katabatically generated air
flows when passing over the coastline and interacting
with the sea ice or open water surface by forming or
maintaining polynyas, which represent important areas
of sea ice production and brine formation.
In the last two decades, a couple of numerical investiga-
tions of the katabatic wind system in Antarctica have been
performed using 3D meso-scale models (e.g. Heinemann
1997; van Lipzig et al. 2004; Parish and Bromwich 2007;
Dethloff et al. 2010). It was found that a highmodel resolution
of at least 15 km is needed to capture the katabatic wind in
regions near the coast or in topographically structured areas
such as the Antarctic Peninsula.
In the framework of SPP 1158 mesoscale model simu-
lations were conducted for the Weddell Sea using a high-
resolution (5 km) limited-area non-hydrostatic atmospher-
ic model (Ebner et al. 2014). In addition, a sea-ice/ocean
model with enhanced horizontal resolution (3 km) was
forced with the high-resolution data of the atmospheric
model (Haid et al. 2015). The mean wind field for the
winter 2008 is presented in Fig. 14. Over the large and
flat Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf (FRIS) and over the sea ice-
covered Weddell Sea, wind speeds do not exceed 6 m s−1.
In the eastern Weddell Sea, areas with high wind speeds
occur over the ice slopes towards the FRIS and in the area
of Coats Land, where katabatic forcing is strong leading
to intensified winds with high directional constancy.
Enhanced offshore winds in the southeastern part of the
Antarctic Peninsula indicate the presence of a barrier wind
system.
Luitpold Coast is the only area in the Weddell Sea
where katabatic winds pass the coastline and contribute
to polynya formation. The analysis of time series for
wind, polynya area, and forcing terms shows that changes
in polynya area are mainly controlled by the downslope
component of the surface wind (Fig. 15). The correlation
between wind and changes in polynya area is 0.71 for the
complete study period and 0.84 for July. The downslope
surface offshore wind component of Coats Land is mainly
Fig. 14 Model domain with 5-km resolution and mean 10-m wind speed
(colour-coded) in metres per second and mean 10 m vector wind (every
eighth grid point) in metres per second for March to August 2008.
Contour lines over sea ice/ocean show the mean sea level pressure
(interval = 1 hPa). The black polygon marks the area of Coats Land/
Luitpold Coast (from Ebner et al. 2014). Copyright Cambridge
University Press, reprinted with permission
Fig. 15 Day-to-day change of large polynya area (POLA) changes and
10-m wind speed along the fall line for the Luitpold Coast area for winter
2008 (from Ebner et al. 2014). Copyright Cambridge University Press,
reprinted with permission
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steered by a pressure gradient due to katabatic force.
Interestingly, the superimposed synoptic pressure gradient
is opposed to the katabatic force during major katabatic
wind events (Ebner et al. 2014).
The correct representation of the atmospheric forcing on
polynya formation is crucial for the quantification of dense
shelf water formation in the coastal polynyas of the Weddell
Sea. Haid et al. (2015) found a large sensitivity of coastal
polynya formation in the southwestern Weddell Sea to the
atmospheric forcing for the sea ice-ocean model FESOM,
using different coarse resolution global atmospheric
analyses/reanalysis data and high-resolution COSMO model
data. Major differences occur in mountainous areas where
wind is strongly guided by surface topography. Particularly
at Coats Land and along the Antarctic Peninsula, the use of
high-resolution forcing results in a substantial improvement of
the representation of polynya formation processes.
2.6 Sea ice production in Weddell Sea polynyas
Open water and thin sea ice areas, associated with wintertime
polynyas in the coastal areas of the southern Weddell Sea,
represent an enormous energy source for the atmosphere but
also a large source of High-Salinity Shelf Water (HSSW),
which plays a major role for the deep and bottom water for-
mation and ocean circulation under the Filchner-Ronne Ice
Shelf (Haid et al. 2015). HSSW production is directly related
to sea ice production, which, therefore, is an important quan-
tity in sea-ice/ocean modelling. However, direct measure-
ments of sea ice production in the coastal polynyas are rare.
This lack of in situ data is partly remedied by satellite-based
studies. The majority of recent satellite studies of sea-ice pro-
duction in Weddell Sea polynyas rely on passive-microwave
sensors (Kern 2009; Drucker et al. 2011; Nihashi and
Ohshima 2015). The main disadvantages of passive-
microwave retrievals of sea ice production are the coarse res-
olution and the fact that thin-ice covered polynyas often re-
main undetected.
A long-term study for coastal polynyas in the southern
Weddell Sea was conducted by using Moderate-Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) thermal-infrared imag-
ery. This allows for the determination of thin-ice thicknesses
and sea-ice production on a daily basis with a high spatial
resolution of 2 km (for details see Paul et al. 2015a,b). A
continuous and cloud-cover corrected time series of polynya
dynamics during the austral winter period (April to
September) for the southern Weddell Sea for the period
2002–2014 was established. For a comparison with other
models or satellite-based studies, theWeddell Sea was divided
into sub-regions of potential polynya areas (Fig. 16). A special
hot spot is the area around the grounded iceberg A-23A (IB),
which is the result of a large calving event of the Filchner Ice
Shelf in 1986. The iceberg has an area of about 3600 km2 and
is often neglected in sea ice-ocean models.
The most efficient sea ice production areas are off Ronne
Ice Shelf (RO) and Brunt Ice Shelf (BR) (Fig. 17). The
Antarctic Peninsula and Coats Land areas yield only relatively
small contributions, while the surrounding of iceberg A-23A
(IB) and Filchner Ice Shelf are of medium range. All regions
show a high interannual variability and, except for Coats
Land, a negative trend for sea ice production. On average over
13 years, the annual wintertime sea ice production amounts to
28 km3 for the Ronne Ice Shelf, 28 km3 for the Brunt Ice
Shelf, 11 km3 for iceberg A-23A, 9 km3 for the Filchner Ice
Shelf, 4 km3 for the Antarctic Peninsula, and 4 km3 for Coats
Land. This shows that neglecting the presence of iceberg A-
Fig. 16 Sketch of the study area
in the southern Weddell Sea with
sub-regions along the coast:
Antarctic Peninsula (AP), Ronne
Ice Shelf (RO), the area around
the grounded iceberg A-23A (IB),
Filchner Ice Shelf (FI), Coats
Land (CL), and the Brunt Ice
Shelf (BR). Colour shadings
show the bathymetry based on
Arndt (2013). From Paul et al.
(2015b)
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23A would lead to a considerable underestimation of HSSW
formation in the southern Weddell Sea.
The comparison of sea ice production between our study
and other recent model or satellite-based studies in the south-
ern Weddell Sea shows that our data yield generally lower sea
ice production values; e.g. the model results of Haid and
Timmermann (2013) for the Antarctic Peninsula are much
higher. Drucker et al. (2011) found an average of 99 km3 for
the Ronne Ice Shelf, 112 km3 for the Brunt Ice Shelf, and
30 km3 for the region around the grounded iceberg A-23A.
These estimates are three times higher than ours. There may
be several reasons for these large differences: (i) Coarse reso-
lution data like passive microwave tend to yield higher sea ice
production rates (Nihashi and Ohshima 2015). (ii) Differences
exist in the parameterization of turbulent and radiative atmo-
spheric fluxes of different methods, e.g. if the transfer coeffi-
cients are not stability dependent. (iii) The atmospheric data
driving the thin-ice retrieval has a large impact on the ice
production, particularly if there is a cold bias as it is known
for National Centres for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)
reanalyses products (Lindsay et al. 2014). Since we are using
state-of-the-art parameterizations (Adams et al. 2013) and
ERA-Interim reanalysis data, we think that our high-
resolution (2 km) data set represents a new benchmark for
the comparison with model estimates of sea ice production
in Weddell Sea polynyas.
3 Changes in the Southern Ocean and its
reverberation in cryosphere and biosphere
Changes in the Southern Ocean significantly influence global
climate in many ways and on a large range of time scales. The
capacity of the ocean to store heat and carbon is a prerequisite
to understand the strength of the fluctuations in global atmo-
spheric temperature and CO2 during the last several
100,000 years. The Southern Ocean is a key region for the
exchange of energy and gases between atmosphere and the
deep ocean. Here, surface water is converted to deep and bot-
tom water and the deepest branch of the global meridional
overturning is formed. Compared to other ocean basins, the
warming rate in the Southern Ocean is the highest. Interaction
of relative warm water with ice sheets is thought to be one of
the major processes causing sea level rise and ice sheet mass
loss; today, about 20 % of the global sea level rise is already
attributed to this process. Warming of the Southern Ocean
might also influence the formation rates of deep and bottom
water as well as the uptake of anthropogenic CO2. Another
peculiarity of the Southern Ocean is the dominant role of iron
availability for the control of biological carbon fixation and
the interaction with processes involving microorganisms on
the transformation and transport from surface waters to sedi-
ments. Even though chemical and biological interactions af-
fect and interconnect the biogeochemical cycles of carbon and
trace elements of the Southern Ocean, so far, few studies have
addressed this complex research area.
In the last decades, research in the Southern Ocean contrib-
uted to new insights into the interaction between ocean and ice
sheets, the changes in water mass characteristics, ventilation,
and formation rates and associated storage of anthropogenic
carbon as well as into the cycling of carbon, nutrients, and
trace metals. Most oceanic field studies have been conducted
in the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean, especially in the
Weddell Sea. Here, ocean water has access to two large ice
shelves, the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf (FRIS) and the Larsen
Ice Shelf (LIS). Interaction between the ocean and these ice
Fig. 17 Accumulated seasonal ice production [km3, IP] for the years from 2002 to 2014 during the winter period from April to September. The red line
indicates the multi-year regional trend in km3/a. p value and numeric trend are stated in the top right corner for each sub-region (from Paul et al. 2015b)
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shelves is crucial for the formation ofWeddell SeaDeepWater
(WSDW) and Weddell Sea BottomWater (WSBW), the main
precursors for Antarctic BottomWater (AABW), which forms
the deepest limb of the global, climate-relevant meridional
overturning circulation. However, the importance, local vari-
ability, and evolution of deep and bottom water formation
under changing climate conditions as a long-term sink for
atmospheric anthropogenic carbon (Cant) is still under debate,
particularly in the Weddell Sea.
3.1 Freshwater input through ice shelf basal melting
In a steady state world, the snow accumulation on top of the
(up to 4000-m thick) Antarctic Ice sheet (Section 2.4) is bal-
anced by the transfer of mass to the ocean, either by iceberg
calving at ice shelf fronts or by melting of ice shelf bases
(Jacobs et al. 1992). Recent studies, based on remote sensing,
have revealed that both transfer processes are of equal rele-
vance, and the basal mass loss in the Weddell Sea was found
to be 118 ± 52 Gt year−1 (Depoorter et al. 2013). Independent
evidence comes from earlier estimates of Huhn et al. (2008),
who used the distribution of He and Ne isotopes to infer the
contribution of basal melt to the Weddell Sea water masses.
Combined with their estimates of the formation rates of deep
and bottom water they reported 35 ± 19 Gt year−1 for LIS and
123 ± 53 Gt year−1 for FRIS.
As a result of the interaction between ocean and ice shelf
(Figs. 18 and 19), a relatively fresh melt-water plume leaves
the ice shelf cavity and either contributes to the formation of
deep and bottomwater at the continental shelf break and slope
(Foldvik et al. 2004; Rodehacke et al. 2007; Huhn et al. 2008)
or influences the stability of the water column in front of the
ice shelf or further downstream on remote continental shelves
(Hellmer 2004). A more stable shelf water column hampers
deep convection that brings (i) ocean heat to the surface, re-
ducing sea ice formation rates, and (ii) cold, saline surface
water to the sea floor, contributing to dense water formation
and basal melting (Fig. 18).
This self-regulating process can only be bypassed if the
heat for melting is provided by the open ocean. Such situation
is known for the Amundsen and Bellingshausen Seas, where
at mid-depths Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW), originating
from the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), penetrates
onto the continental shelf and cascades down towards the ice
shelves draining the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (Nakayama
et al. 2013). This heat supply causes the highest basal melt
rates so far known in Antarctica with estimates reaching up to
100 m per year underneath the Pine Island Glacier Ice Shelf
(Dutrieux et al. 2014). The resulting freshwater plume primar-
ily influences the surface layer but can also be mixed into the
CDW due to convection in front of the ice shelf, thus reducing
the heat content of the inflowing warmer deep water. One
might speculate that the large volume of glacially derived
freshwater is one of the reasons for the Amundsen and
Bellingshausen Seas not being a site for deep and bottom
water formation today. Part of the meltwater injected into
Amundsen Sea is advected northward and into the ACC
(Kusahara and Hasumi 2014) while the other part is
transported with the coastal current into the Ross Sea. Here,
according to a numerical study (Nakayama et al. 2014), the
meltwater is likely to be responsible for the observed long-
term decrease of shelf water salinity (Jacobs et al. 2002). The
freshening in the Ross Sea, in turn, is suggested to have
caused the decline in the salinity of the AABW in the
Australian Antarctic Basin (Rintoul 2007). The latter demon-
strates the intricate transfer of surface signals, due to changes
in the mass balance of the Antarctic Ice Sheet, into the deep
ocean.
In the large embayments, such as theWeddell and Ross Sea,
the circulation in the large sub-ice shelf cavities is driven by
HSSW (Fig. 19) formed in polynyas and leads (see Section 2.6)
near the ice shelf fronts (Tamura et al. 2008; Haid and
Fig. 18 Map of the Atlantic
sector of the Southern Ocean
south of the Subpolar Front. Deep
water masses and schematic
circulation are indicated by
arrows. ACC Antarctic
Circumpolar Current, CDW
Circumpolar Deep Water; HSSW
High-Saline Shelf Water, WSDW
Weddell Sea Deep Water, WSBW
Weddell Sea BottomWater. Black
stippled: the two repeat sections:
the Prime Meridian and the
Weddell Sea section
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Timmermann 2013). Although at surface freezing temperature,
HSSW fuels area-mean basal melt rates of a few decimetres per
year (several meters per year locally along the deep grounding
lines) due to the pressure dependence of the freezing point. The
resulting meltwater plume is super-cooled, i.e. below the in situ
surface freezing point, and less buoyant than the ambient shelf
water, thus following the bottom bathymetry on its way to the
continental shelf break (Fig. 19). In the southern Weddell Sea,
the freshwater of glacial origin predominantly gets incorporat-
ed into the WSBW that is confined to the deep Weddell Basin.
Basal melt water that is more directly fed into the World Ocean
originates from the LIS fringing the western Weddell Sea
(Huhn et al. 2008). Part of the LIS freshwater remains on the
northwestern Weddell Sea continental shelf; the observed
freshening of the winter shelf water column near the tip of the
Antarctic Peninsula (Hellmer et al. 2011) as well as the salinity
decrease of the deep waters in the central basin of Bransfield
Strait (Garcia and Mata 2005) might have been caused by an
increase of LIS basal melting.
The present conditions in the southern Weddell Sea
might change in the near future. According to IPCC-
scenario simulations with two coupled ice-ocean circula-
tion models of different architecture, forced with the at-
mospheric output of the climate model HadCM3, changes
in atmospheric temperature, the wind field, sea ice cover,
and the density structure on the continental shelf may
allow the slope current to penetrate into the Filchner
Trough (Hellmer et al. 2012). This current transports
Warm Deep Water (WDW), a derivative of CDW, into
the inner Weddell Sea. Within a decade, the bottom tem-
peratures increase by 2 °C all the way from the continen-
tal shelf break to the grounding line of FRIS, boosting the
basal mass loss by roughly a factor of 10 during the first
150 years of simulation (Fig. 20, Timmermann and
Hellmer 2013). The associated thickness decrease has se-
vere consequences for the buttressing potential of the ice
shelf and the dynamics of the ice streams mainly draining
East Antarctica (Thoma et al. 2015). The increase in gla-
cial meltwater additionally freshens the southern Weddell
Sea continental shelf, contributing to a further decline of
the shelf water density. This positive feedback mechanism
might only come to a hold once the freshwater input due
to basal melting is stopped either by atmospheric condi-
tions forcing the slope current back into the open ocean or
by a severe size reduction of the ice shelf.
For LIS, however, the basal mass loss does not change
much over the next centuries; it even decreases in the
twenty-second century (Fig. 20, Timmermann and Hellmer
2013). The main reason is the presence of cold, fresh meltwa-
ter from FRIS that prevents WDW intrusions at LIS. As dem-
onstrated for the Amundsen and Ross Seas (Nakayama et al.
2014), this indicates again a link between the different ice
shelves via the continental shelf and slope circulations and
calls for circumpolar rather than regional approaches if the
interaction of the Southern Ocean with Antarctic ice shelves
is investigated.
Fig. 19 Schematic of today’s circulation in the southern Weddell Sea
including the continental shelf and the sub-ice shelf cavity. The slope
current transports warm deep water (red arrow) which stays off the con-
tinental shelf. Sea ice formation in front of the ice shelf produces dense
shelf water (thick blue arrow), that either sinks down the continental slope
or follows the bottom topography into the ice shelf cavity. Due to the
pressure dependence of the freezing point, the cold water is able to melt
several meters per year of ice at the deep grounding line. The resulting
freshwater plume rises along the ice shelf base. Depending on the tem-
perature of the inflowing water and the length of the ice shelf, the plume
might become in situ super-cooled, favouring ice crystal formation in the
water column and the accumulation of a marine ice body at the ice shelf
base
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3.2Watermass and ventilation changes in theWeddell Sea
The only pathway by which the interior Weddell Sea gains
significant amounts of heat is the inflow of warm (>1.3 °C)
and saline CDW of the ACC (Fig. 18) with the southward
oriented eastern limb of the Weddell Gyre between 20° E
and 30° E (Schröder and Fahrbach 1999). When CDWenters
the Weddell Sea proper across the Prime Meridian its warm
core occupies the depth range between 150 and 600 m. The
inflow is split into two branches, one centred between 63° S
and 64° S associated with the topographic slope north of
Maud Rise and the other between 68° S and 69° S associated
with the continental slope of Antarctica (Cisewski et al. 2011).
Downstream of Maud Rise the two cores mix mainly
isopycnically (Leach et al. 2011) to form the so-called Warm
DeepWater in theWeddell Sea. CDW is predominately fed by
the North Atlantic Deep Water but also contains deep waters
from other ocean sources.
Starting in 1984, the monitoring of a high-resolution hy-
drographic section along the Prime Meridian (e.g. Fahrbach
et al. 2004, 2011) represents the longest time series in the
Southern Ocean (Fig. 21). Together with the section across
the Weddell Sea from Kap Norvegia to Joinville Island at
the tip of the Antarctic Peninsula (Fahrbach et al. 2004), it
constitutes the major part of the hydrographic data from the
Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean. Global ocean temper-
ature analysis (Purkey and Johnson 2010) showed that
warming from the 1980s to the 2000s was stronger south of
the Subantarctic Front of the ACC than in the global ocean
below 1000-m depth on average. In approximately the same
time period, between 1984 and 2008, WDW temperature var-
iations in the order of 0.06 °C were observed (Fig. 21), with a
positive trend of 0.04 °C (Fahrbach et al. 2011). Whether the
observed WDW warming at the Prime Meridian is related to
the mean warming of the ACC south of the Subantarctic Front
(Rhein et al. 2013) or to variations in the advection of CDW
by the two branches and their subsequent mixing to form the
WDW, cannot be resolved with the existing data. Testing the
utility of available ocean reanalysis products in yielding mod-
el results that reproduce the existing observations from the
Weddell Sea unfortunately also revealed limited capabilities
of the model reanalyses (Dotto et al. 2014).
WDW takes a crucial role in the ocean-ice shelf interaction,
hence basal melting, and in the formation of deep and bottom
water in the Weddell Sea, the major source (about 60 %, Orsi
et al. 1999) of AABW. One of the important predecessors of
AABW is WSBW. It results from the interaction of HSSW,
locally formed during sea ice formation (Foster and Carmack
1976) in front of FRIS and LIS (Foldvik et al. 1985;
Weppernig et al. 1996; Foldvik et al. 2004; Huhn et al.
2008), and the mixing with WDW. Further entrainment of
WDW forms WSDW found above the WSBW.
Additionally, deep water from easterly sources with compara-
ble properties as WSDWenters the Weddell Basin in the deep
southern boundary current, probably formed off Cape Darnley
west of Prydz Bay (Mantisi et al. 1991; Hoppema et al. 2001;
Klatt et al. 2002; Lo Monaco et al. 2005; Oshima et al. 2013).
The shallower fractions of WSBW and WSDW exit the
Fig. 20 Basal melt rates (m year−1) for the Filchner-Ronne (FRIS),
Larsen C (LIS), and George VI ice shelves for (left) present-day condi-
tions (10-year average 1990–1999) and (right) in the middle of the
twenty-second century (projection for 2140–2149 mean) in a FESOM
simulation forced with HadCM3 data for the IPCC’s A1B scenario.
Note the non-linear colour scale. (after Timmermann and Hellmer, 2013)
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Weddell Basin through gaps in the South Scotia Ridge
(Muench et al. 1990; Whitworth et al. 1994; Gordon et al.
2001; Naveira Garabato et al. 2002; Schröder et al. 2002;
van Caspel et al. 2015), underride the ACC, and power the
lower limb of the meridional overturning circulation. Deeper
fractions of WSBW and WSDW that do not spill over the
South Scotia Ridge follow the Weddell Gyre circulation east-
ward (Fig. 18).
From transient tracer data taken between 1984 and 1995,
Orsi et al. (1999, 2002) estimated a total AABW formation
rate of 8.1 ± 2.6 Sv (1 Sv = 106 m3/s), with AABW defined by
neutral densities γn > 28.27 kg/m3. In contrast, Broecker et al.
(1997) using radiocarbon (14C) and nutrient observations de-
duced a total AABW (here defined as ‘ventilated water’,
deeper than 1000 m and silicate >90 μmol/kg) formation rate
of 15 Sv. The discrepancy is thought to be caused by a reduc-
tion of AABW formation in more recent decades (see also
Broecker et al. 1999).
The AABW formation rate in the Weddell Sea of 4.9 Sv
determined by Orsi et al. (1999) is compatible with results
inferred from current meter observations (3–4 Sv, Fahrbach
et al. 1991), inverse modelling approaches (5–6 Sv, Sloyan
and Rintoul 2001; Lumpkin and Speer 2007), and other hy-
drography or tracer-based estimates (4–5 Sv, Gordon et al.
1993; Gordon 1998; Mensch et al. 1998; Huhn et al. 2008).
Recently, indications for changingwater mass properties and a
possible reduction of deep and bottom ventilation in the
Weddell Sea have emerged. Hellmer et al. (2011) observed a
substantial freshening of shelf water masses in the northwest-
ern Weddell Sea, with possible implications for the subse-
quent bottom water formation. Conductivity-temperature-
depth (CTD) sections from 1984 to 2008 revealed a signifi-
cant warming in the deep water masses (Fig. 21), while
WSDW became saltier and WSBW fresher (Fahrbach et al.
2011). Moreover, the cross section area occupied by WSBW
at the Prime Meridian declined by 25 %. Purkey and Johnson
(2012) estimated a reduction of WSBW in the Weddell Basin
of roughly 3 Sv between the 1980s and 2000s. Based on long-
term CFC time series, all deep water masses within the
Weddell Sea have been continually growing older and less
ventilated during the last 27 years. The decline of the ventila-
tion rate of WSDW and WSBW by 18–23 % seems to be
mainly caused bymixing withWDW, which aged much faster
by 35 %. Increased entrainment of WDW into WSBW and
WSDWor a deceleration of the Weddell Gyre circulation may
also play a role. The Weddell Sea is not the only region where
ageing of water masses was observed. Waugh et al. (2013)
estimated that CDW aged in all Southern Ocean sectors be-
tween 30 and 60 % in the period of the early 1990s to the late
2000s (~60 % in the Atlantic sector) and attributed this age
increase or ventilation decrease to an intensified westerly wind
field over the ACC. A new concept of validity areas for tracer
couples may help to identify and validate future changes in
ventilation in these regions (Stöven et al. 2015).
Due to the involvement of surface water in the formation
process, the WSBW and subsequently the AABW carry rela-
tively high loads of atmospheric gases such as oxygen, tran-
sient tracers like the anthropogenic CFCs and Cant, and there-
fore contribute to the ventilation of the global abyss. Despite
their relevance, the variability of ventilation and formation
rates of deep and bottom water and the related storage of
Cant in the Southern Ocean is currently not well constrained
(e.g. Bullister et al. 2013). Classical oceanographic measure-
ments (e.g. Fahrbach et al. 2011) combined with observations
of helium and neon isotopes (e.g. Schlosser et al. 1990; Huhn
Fig. 21 Temporal changes of the sectionmean potential temperature (°C)
in the Weddell Gyre from 1984 to 2008 observed along the Prime
Meridian between 56° S and the Antarctic continent. Water mass
boundaries are defined by neutral density surfaces for Warm Deep
Water (top), Weddell Sea Deep Water (middle), and Weddell Sea
Bottom Water (bottom panel). The error bars were calculated as the
error of the mean value of independent samples. The time series are
divided into three segments from 1984 to 1993, 1994 to 2002, and
2003 to 2008 for which the mean values are indicated by the dashed
lines. Redrawn after Fahrbach et al. (2011)
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et al. 2008) and CFCs (e.g. Orsi et al. 1999; Klatt et al. 2002;
Huhn et al. 2013) provided insight into the relevant physical
processes. Numerical models with very high resolution are
promising and necessary to account for the complex
atmosphere-ocean-sea ice-interaction and for irregularities in
the bottom topography. The latter influences the exchange of
WDW across the continental shelf break as well as the pro-
cesses under the ice shelf (Timmermann et al. 2012).
3.3 Changes in storage of anthropogenic CO2
in the Southern Ocean: the Weddell Sea
Due to the transfer of near-surface water to greater depths, the
global ocean absorbs and stores a significant fraction of Cant
emissions, namely about 155 ± 20 % Pg C [1 Pg C = 1015 g of
carbon] until 2011, or one third of the total anthropogenic CO2
emissions (e.g. Rhein et al. 2013). Large-scale estimates sug-
gest that the Southern Ocean is a disproportional contributor
to this uptake of Cant; the share may be 40 % (Khatiwala et al.
2009). In the first place, uptake of anthropogenic CO2 occurs
at the sea surface forced by the continually rising atmospheric
CO2 content (due to fossil fuel burning), which causes steady
CO2 undersaturation at the air-sea interface. Data of Takahashi
et al. (2009) evince the Southern Ocean surface layer tracking
the atmospheric partial pressure of CO2 (pCO2) closely. Most
Cant is contained in the upper 400–500m, distributed bywind-
driven turbulent mixing in the surface layer and additional
downward diffusion. North of the Polar Front, where water
mass subduction occurs, the Cant-charged water is sequestered
in the Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW) and in the
Subantarctic Mode Water (SAMW) and transferred equator-
wards (Fig. 22a). Here, the majority of Southern Ocean Cant is
stored. South of the Polar Front, the surface water similarly
takes up Cant. However, two factors impede the full-fledged
equilibration with Cant from the atmosphere. First, sea ice,
which occurs part—and in some regions most—of the year
caps the ocean; and second, the large-scale upwelling of CO2-
rich, but Cant-poor subsurface water into the surface layer. In
the gyres south of the ACC, the divergent circulation causes
particularly strong upwelling and, thus, a dilution of the Cant
signal.
Sequestration of Cant south of the Polar Front mainly oc-
curs via formation of dense deep and bottom waters. As men-
tioned before, Cant is introduced into the WSBW via its sur-
face water ingredients. Although frequent sea-ice cover might
impede the uptake of Cant by the shelf waters, significant
amounts of Cant have been observed in the subsurface
Weddell Sea (Poisson and Chen 1987; Anderson et al. 1991;
Hauck et al. 2010; Huhn et al. 2013). On the Prime Meridian,
repeat section data covering the period 1973–2010 (Fig. 23)
s h o w e d a n i n c r e a s e o f C O 2 o f 1 . 2 –
1.4 ± 0.6 μmol kg−1 decade−1 in the WSBW (Van Heuven
et al. 2014). This increase significantly correlates with
increases of the purely anthropogenic CFC-12, indicating that
the Cant increase is of genuine anthropogenic origin (Van
Heuven et al. 2011). The CO2 increase in the WSBW coin-
cides with a remarkable decrease of dissolved oxygen and an
increase in silicate (Van Heuven et al. 2014), which matches
with potential temperature and salinity changes (Fahrbach
et al. 2011). However, the Cant increase in WSDW and
WSBW is smaller than one would expect from the rising at-
mospheric CO2 concentrations under a steady state ocean
(Huhn et al. 2013). The observed decrease in the ventilation
rate of the deep and bottom water masses in the Weddell Sea
(Huhn et al. 2013) and the ACC (Waugh et al. 2013) affect
Cant and indicates that the latter assumption might not hold.
Cant uptake and storage slowed down by 14–21 % as com-
pared to the steady-state situation with level ventilation.
Besides the entrainment of WDW, which aged much stronger
than the deep and bottom waters, the mechanism behind the
reduction of Cant uptake in the Weddell Sea may well be an
elevated upwelling of subsurface water, which was shown at
least during the 1990s and 2000s (Hoppema et al. 2015). This
further reduces the Cant concentration in the surface water by
dilution with Cant-poor water.
A decrease of the CO2 uptake since the 1980s was also
suggested by some large-scale data-based studies (e.g. Le
Quéré et al. 2007). Changes in the Southern Annular Mode
intensified the westerly winds and shifted their tracks south-
wards with the consequence of elevated upwelling of subsur-
face water enriched in (natural) CO2. However, recently, the
uptake of CO2 in the Southern Ocean appears to have been
increasing again (Landschützer et al. 2015). Amore asymmet-
ric atmospheric circulation around Antarctica may be causing
this, possibly regulated by the La Nina conditions in the trop-
ical Pacific (Landschützer et al. 2015). With a certain time lag,
moreCant will also be transferred into the deeper water masses
and, thus, changing future trends should be expected there.
These alleged climate changes are much debated and continu-
ing research is necessary.
In the future, SAM-related climate changes are thought
to continue (Thompson et al. 2011). Thus, the upwelling
of subsurface water (like CDW or WDW) will also con-
tinue at an enhanced rate, and the rise of the Cant concen-
tration in the Weddell Sea surface layer will further be
reduced in spite of the incessant Cant undersaturation.
On longer time scales (decades to centuries), the Cant con-
tent of the CDW and thus of WDW will increase due to
the invasion of Cant in the source regions of the CDW; in
addition, upwelling of CDW would transport Cant to the
surface layer of the Weddell Sea. This contemplation as
yet excludes possible changes in the sea ice cover. Due to
increased global warming, sea ice-free periods might get
longer, thus enforcing the exchange of CO2 with the at-
mosphere. The changes occurring in the Weddell Sea can-
not be regarded as isolated, since upwelling is always
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compensated by enhanced downwelling in other regions.
Waugh et al. (2013) suggested that this will occur in
northern regions of the ACC where mode waters are
formed. This counteracting process was shown to occur
in models (Hauck et al. 2013b) and represents a negative
feedback for decreasing Cant uptake.
Fig. 22 a Scheme of the Southern Ocean circulation and the
contemporary carbon cycle. Dashed arrows denote transport of natural
(green) and anthropogenic (red) carbon due to advection and the
solubility pump. Wiggled arrows indicate carbon fluxes by virtue of the
biological carbon pump. POC particulate organic carbon, DIC dissolved
inorganic carbon, AAIW Antarctic Intermediate Water, CIW Central
Intermediate Water, is upwelled, CDW Circumpolar Deep Water, AABW
Antarctic Bottom Water. Weddell Sea Bottom Water as mentioned in the
text is one of the predecessors of AABW. Figure slightly modified after
Hauck (2013). b Seasonal cycle of anthropogenic carbon uptake south of
44° S, at present (solid line, average over years 2012–2031) and at the end
of the century (dashed line, 2081–2100). January is shown as the first and
the last month of the seasonal cycle. Data from a model simulation as in
Hauck and Völker (2015)
Fig. 23 Time series of ages inWDW,WSDW, andWSBW (left) andCant
at the Weddell Sea section (location see Fig. 18). The stippled lines show
the expected trends in these water masses when assuming a steady state
ocean. The age of a water mass would remain constant, and the Cant
increase with time would only depend on the atmospheric concentrations.
Updated from Huhn et al. (2013)
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At present, uptake of Cant occurs year-round at a relatively
constant rate as it is mainly driven by the increase in atmo-
spheric pCO2. However, there is a strong seasonality of
(natural) CO2 uptake, with the largest part occurring in sum-
mer during phytoplankton blooms. In the future, the same
level of biological production will lead to a larger uptake of
CO2 because the carbonate systemwill be less well buffered at
higher Revelle factors, which then will be predominating
(Hauck and Völker 2015). Most Cant uptake will occur in
austral spring and summer (Fig. 22b), due to the increased
importance of the biological carbon pump with rising atmo-
spheric CO2.
In addition to the sequestration of inorganic carbon via
the thermohaline advection, the downwelling of dissolved
organic matter (DOM) also contributes to the vertical car-
bon flux in the ocean (Carlson et al. 2010). Marine dis-
solved organic carbon (DOC) forms a large reservoir in
the global carbon cycle (662 Pg C, Hansell 2013), ~90 %
of which is not bioavailable and chemically unreactive
(refractory). Based on DOC concentration gradients, an
export flux of ~86 Tg C year−1 was calculated for the
deep Atlantic (Hansell et al. 2009). Since the ultimate
source of marine DOC is primary production and there-
fore CO2, this export also contributes in parts to Cant
sequestration. Although the extent of this flux is 2–3 or-
ders of magnitude smaller than the inorganic carbon
pump, the residence time for refractory DOC is much
longer than for inorganic carbon: DOC in the Weddell
Sea and Southern Ocean has an average 14C age of
~5500 years and deviates from the general global correla-
tion of DOC concentration and age (Lechtenfeld et al.
2014; Druffel and Bauer, 2000). Individual organic frac-
tions can reside for much longer-time scales than the av-
erage DOC (>24,000 year; Lechtenfeld et al. 2014).
The microbial process, which forms unreactive DOM is
critical for an efficient sequestration of DOC: Incubation
experiments demonstrated that surface bacteria in the
Weddell Sea produce 5–9 % of non-labile DOC from sim-
ple organic substrates (Koch et al. 2014). Thus, DOC
downwelling in the Weddell Sea contributes to the buffer
in the ocean carbon cycle. It is not clear how this carbon
buffer will evolve in the future global biogeochemical cycle
and how it affects the climate system (Denman et al. 2007).
Further removal of DOC depends primarily on microbial
degradation and light availability (photo degradation). It
was suggested that during the Eocene, a stratified and an-
aerobic ocean stored large amounts of DOC, which was
quickly released after circulation restarted and ventilated
the ocean, resulting in a rapid global warming event
(Sexton et al. 2011). Although we know that DOC miner-
alization primarily depends on the molecular chemical
composition, structure, concentration, and biochemical for-
mation, the degradation mechanisms are still unresolved.
3.4 Acidification in the polar ocean
The rapid increase of the partial pressure of carbon dioxide
(pCO2) in the atmosphere has an impact on the carbonate
system in the oceanic surface layer and, with delay, also in
the deeper ocean. The uptake of CO2 by the oceanic surface
layer leads to a rearrangement in the carbonate system where
carbonate ions are lost and protons (H+) gained, i.e. the pH
decreases. This process is commonly known as ocean acidifi-
cation (OA; note that despite large changes the oceanic pH
remains in the alkaline realm, i.e. pH >7). The substantial pH-
changes that have occurred in the Anthropocene (Rhein et al.
2013) are caused by CO2 emissions at a much larger rate than
the ocean-wide overturning and response of carbonate-rich
sediments (the latter of which would be able to counter pH
changes). Another predominant effect of OA is the decrease in
the saturation state of the two main forms of carbonate min-
erals, namely aragonite and calcite. It must be accounted for
that pH and the carbonate ion concentration are subject to a
seasonal cycle with high values in summer, due to drawdown
of CO2 by photosynthesis and low pH and carbonate in winter
(Fig. 22b). Uncertainty in the seasonal signal is still prevailing,
which is further demonstrated by Roden et al. (2013), who
compared two annual cycles of pH at the same station in the
Indian sector of the Southern Ocean and found a factor-of-two
difference in amplitude.
Measurements of pH in the Southern Ocean for
documenting the progress of OA are scarce, but fortunately,
data from other variables of the carbonate system can be used
to compute pH (and the carbonate ion concentration). Because
pCO2 and pH are linked via a strong anti-correlation, the sur-
face ocean pCO2 data of Takahashi et al. (2009) can be used to
illustrate the large-scale OA. Full-blown acidification of the
Southern Ocean is evidenced by these data showing that the
ocean roughly follows the atmospheric CO2 increase. On a
smaller scale in the Weddell Gyre, a pH decrease of about
0.01 per decade (and a concomitant decrease of the carbonate
ion concentration) was estimated from repeat section data of
the carbonate system covering few decades (Fig. 24, Hauck
et al. 2010; Van Heuven et al. 2011). The Weddell Gyre may
be different from the remaining Southern Ocean as the chang-
es would be somewhat less (Hauck et al. 2010). Also, in the
bottom water of the Weddell Sea, which carries remnants of
surface water, significant reductions—slightly less than in the
surface layer—of pH were found (Van Heuven et al. 2011).
Hauck et al. (2010) estimate that aragonite undersaturation in
the Weddell Sea under steady conditions will not occur before
2100 (and for calcite even later than that). In contrast, McNeil
and Matear (2008) suggest that undersaturation may become
reality as early as the 2030s in a coastal region east of the
Weddell Gyre.
It is obvious that OA is driven by the atmospheric burden
of anthropogenic CO2, which brings CO2 into the surface
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layer and changes the carbonate equilibrium, diminishing pH
and the carbonate ion concentration. This mechanism will
continue in the future, possibly at an even higher rate due to
the expected faster rise in atmospheric CO2. The future in-
crease of the Revelle factor as a consequence of a higher
CO2 level of the surface water will slow down the CO2 uptake
and hence the acidification rate to some extent, although this
might not be the case in the southern Weddell Sea where the
CO2 uptake rate might continue to grow with a higher Revelle
factor (Hauck and Völker, 2015). At the same time, the rate of
acidification per CO2 uptake might increase as the carbonate
equilibria shift to higher CO2 concentrations. Altogether, these
processes will likely lead to higher acidification rates in the
future. Via the formation of ventilated deep and bottom wa-
ters, the acidification is passed on to the deeper realms of the
Weddell Sea and from there to the global ocean; the typical
time scale is hundreds to thousands of years. An ice cover
tends to slow down OA because the sea ice prevents a full
equilibration of ocean and atmosphere. A further effect of sea-
ice formation in winter is a reduction of alkalinity of the un-
derlying water, i.e. within the ice, calcium carbonate precipi-
tates in the brine channels. This deteriorates the level of acid-
ification seasonally. It is not clear where the balance of these
counteracting processes by sea ice lies, but it is likely to be
spatially variable. In addition, decreasing ventilation of the
deep Weddell Sea (see Section 3.2) is already slowing down
the uptake of anthropogenic CO2 (Huhn et al. 2013) and, thus,
the acidification. Even so, the shallow sediments of the
Southern Ocean do not contain sufficient carbonate to buffer
the enhanced acidification (Hauck et al. 2013a).
The consequences of ocean acidification are likely to be
numerous, ranging from changes in chemical speciation of
metals (Millero et al. 2009) to changes in absorption of sound
waves (Ilyina et al. 2009), and major or minor impact on
marine ecosystems (Wittmann and Portner, 2013) with
consequences for the structure and functioning of ecosystems
and biogeochemical cycles (Gattuso and Hansson 2011;
Doney et al. 2012).
3.5 Trace elements and the nutrient cycle
In addition to the carbon sequestration mechanisms highlight-
ed in Section 3.3, Cant is transported from the surface layer
into the ocean interior via the biological carbon pump: carbon
is taken up by primary production and sinks down the water
column as particulate organic matter and calcareous particles
and ultimately gets stored in the ocean sediment. Microbial
respiration, heterotrophic bacteria (Obernosterer et al. 2008;
Jiao and Azam 2011) and photochemical degradation affect
the efficacy of the biological pump and the conversion be-
tween dissolved and particulate carbon pools. The fluxes de-
pend on the availability of macronutrients (nitrate, phosphate,
ammonium and silicate); trace elements (such as iron, manga-
nese, zinc, cadmium); oxygen; temperature; and light avail-
ability. Anthropogenic changes in CO2 can also stimulate pri-
mary productivity and change the structure of phytoplankton
assemblages, therewith affecting the potential for carbon ex-
port (Tortell et al. 2008; Hoppe et al. 2013; Trimborn et al.
2013). In the following, we review recent studies that give
insight into primary productivity, micronutrient utilization
(Fe, Zn Cd, Th, and Pa). The final paragraph infers oceanic
mixing and continental weathering sources based on Nd and
Hf isotopes.
Iron availability is considered the primary control for bio-
logical carbon fixation in the Southern Ocean, contributing
about half of the annual carbon fixation from atmospheric
CO2. According to the iron hypothesis raised by Martin
(1990), stimulation of the biological pump by increased atmo-
spheric supply of iron-containing dust to the Southern Ocean
during the drier cold climate periods explains the lowering of
Fig. 24 Change in acidification (pH) between 1992 and 2008 in theWeddell Sea at the PrimeMeridian (location see Fig. 18), modified fromHauck et al.
(2010)
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CO2 in the atmosphere during glacial periods, which is docu-
mented in ice cores. While many ocean iron fertilization ex-
periments provided support for the first part of the iron hy-
pothesis, the stimulation of phytoplankton primary produc-
tion, a recent study also supported the second part, namely
the carbon export from an iron-stimulated phytoplankton
bloom to the deep ocean (Smetacek et al. 2012). However,
extrapolating the results of such mesoscale experiments to
larger space and time scales is hardly possible. In part, it is
hampered by the complexity of interactions between the spe-
cies, which builds the marine food web. Complexity begins
already at the level of the primary producers, even within the
genus of the diatoms, of which some act as carbon sinkers
while others drain predominately silicate (Assmy et al.
2013). The species distribution in turn is influenced by the
physical environment—the variables of ocean state, currents,
and turbulence regime.
Zn is another essential trace metal for phytoplankton, and
culture studies have suggested that its uptake may be influ-
enced by the availability of Fe. Cd can also be taken up by
phytoplankton and may substitute Zn in cambialistic carbonic
anhydrases, which are involved in the uptake of inorganic
carbon. Studying both elements in the Southern Ocean is also
of interest because of their use as paleo-tracers for past ocean
circulation and nutrient availability. Speciation measurements
south of the Polar Front reveal high concentrations of dis-
solved bioavailable Zn (Baars and Croot, 2011) and Cd
(Baars et al. 2014) that help to explain high apparent Zn/P
and Cd/P uptake ratios in the Southern Ocean (Croot et al.
2011; Baars et al. 2014). Local changes in potential Cd uptake
rates, inferred from Cd* (defined as the deviation of total
dissolved Cd from a linear deep water Cd vs. P relation),
suggest that the Cd/P uptake ratios are also dependent on the
availability of Zn, Mn, and Fe, which leads to a peculiar band
of negative Cd* in sub-Antarctic mode water and Antarctic
Intermediate Water (Baars et al. 2014; Fig. 25).
The distribution of Cd isotopes (Abouchami et al. 2011;
Xue et al. 2013; Abouchami et al. 2014) shows a contrast
between deep and surface waters with biological uptake dic-
tating the surface layer signature (Fig. 26b). The deep water
signal is determined by the flux of regenerated isotopically
light Cd from sinking organic matter and the degree of mixing
of distinct water masses (Fig. 26). A correlation between Cd
and Zn isotopes (Zhao et al. 2014) in different nutrient and
ecological regimes of the Southern Ocean points to a strong
link between Cd stable isotope fractionation and Zn availabil-
ity. The suggested dependence of Cd/P and Zn/P uptake on the
availability of other trace metals, most importantly Fe, has
clear implications for their use as paleo-tracers of past deep
water circulation and nutrient utilization. Further culture stud-
ies are needed to fully understand the physiological mecha-
nisms governing the uptake and resulting isotope fractionation
of Cd and Zn in the oceans and will be paramount for estab-
lishing a link with the global carbon cycle.
230Th and 231Pa have been used to estimate the export flux
of particulate organic carbon as well as trace-metal scavenging
processes. 230Th and 231Pa data (Venchiarutti et al. 2011) in-
dicate that distributions in the Atlantic sector of the Southern
Ocean are mainly driven by reversible-scavenging mecha-
nisms and the southward upwelling of radionuclide-rich deep
water masses. High resolution mapping of particulate and dis-
solved 234Th in surface water in comparison with satellite
chlorophyll-a and trace metal data showed the time lag of 1–
2 months between bloom development and the export of
adsorbed trace elements to depth (Rutgers van der Loeff
et al. 2011). However, bottom scavenging or scavenging in
opal rich areas locally create significant variations in these
radionuclide distributions. Near the Antarctic Peninsula, tho-
rium isotopes (234Th and 232Th) combined with trace metals
(Al, Mn, Fe; Middag et al. (2011a, b); Klunder et al. (2011))
showed signatures highly influenced by terrigenous inputs
and effects of sediment resuspension. Settling diatoms in the
ACC form an efficient sink for 231Pa that accumulates at mid-
depth, while bottom waters are again depleted in 231Pa by
contact with opal-rich sediments.
Dissolved hafnium (Hf) and neodymium (Nd) in seawater
are of lithogenic origin and are introduced via weathering
inputs, dissolution of particles, or seawater-sediment interac-
tions. Their respective radiogenic isotope compositions
(143Nd/144Nd expressed as εNd and 176Hf/177Hf expressed
as εHf in parts per 10,000) in sea water allow the evaluation
of the continental source rocks and weathering regimes (e.g.
Piepgras and Wasserburg 1982; van de Flierdt et al. 2002;
Bayon et al. 2006). In the first detailed study of the Hf and
Nd distributions in the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean,
only one surface sample had a significantly higher εHf (+6.1)
and εNd (−4.0) as a consequence of local weathering inputs
from the volcanic King George Island (Stichel et al. 2012b).
Markedly negative εNd values coinciding with high Nd
Fig. 25 Distribution of Cd*, defined as deviations of measured dissolved
Cd from a linear Cd vs. P relation (Baars et al. 2014). STF Subtropical
Front, SAF Subantarctic Front, APF Antarctic Polar Front, SB ACC
Southern boundary of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current
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concentrations and continental rock-like rare earth elements
pattern in surface waters were found 200 km off South
Africa, indicating weathering inputs from old continental crust
(Stichel et al. 2012b).
Hf consistently shows the lowest concentrations in the sur-
face waters within the Polar Frontal Zone and systematically
increases south of the ACC (Stichel et al. 2012b). The con-
centrations of both elements increase with water depth.Within
the ACC, the increase in Nd is nearly linear and correlates well
with dissolved Si, indicative of a vertical flux controlled by
desorption of scavenged Nd from diatom frustules (Stichel
et al. 2012a). The Hf concentration shows a less pronounced
increase with depth and remains essentially constant below
1500 m suggesting shallower remineralisation. Within the
Weddell Gyre Nd concentrations follow a pattern similar to
Hf with increasing values only in the uppermost 1 km of the
water column (Stichel et al. 2012a). The limited increase co-
incides with low particle fluxes and a shallow remineralisation
depth documented by the vertical distribution of excess 234Th,
which has been detectable in the upper few hundred meters in
the Weddell Gyre (Usbeck et al. 2002). Additionally, the high
concentrations in the Weddell Gyre are promoted by upwell-
ing of the densest modes of CDW (Stichel et al. 2012a,b).
The Nd isotope composition in CDW can be almost solely
explained by mixing of deep water masses coming from the
North Atlantic and North Pacific (Stichel et al. 2012b), while
Nd concentrations in CDW are governed by a non-
conservative behaviour (Stichel et al. 2012a). Antarctic
Bottom Water concentrations at the Prime Meridian indicate
interactions with the continental shelf off East Antarctica. The
observed isotope signature suggests a source region of
AABW at about 60° E, east of the Weddell Gyre (Meijers
et al. 2010; Stichel et al. 2012a).
4 Summary and conclusions
4.1 Atmosphere
The main challenges that were addressed by the DFG
Antarctic program funded research were to improve the sim-
ulation of Antarctic climate and understanding the interaction
between atmosphere, ice and ocean. The related research
showed significant progress towards more realistic simula-
tions and towards a deeper understanding and improved quan-
tification of the involved processes.
Germany contributed to the long-term monitoring of the
ozone layer by continuous measurements starting in 1985. It
was found that Antarctic springtime ozone depletion shows
large interannual variations and is strongly correlated with a
Fig. 26 a Location map of
samples and stations collected for
Cd isotope analyses during cruise
Ant XXIV/3 along the Prime
Meridian. STF Subtropical Front,
SAF Subantarctic Front, SAZ
Subantarctic Zone, PFZ Polar
Frontal Zone, AAZ Antarctic
Zone, APFAntarctic Polar Front,
ACC Antarctic Circumpolar
Current, SB-ACC Southern
boundary of the Antarctic
Circumpolar Current. b
Latitudinal variations in Cd con-
centrations and Cd isotope ratios
expressed as 112/110Cd (defined
as [(110Cd/112Cd)NIST/
(110Cd/112Cd)Sa − 1] × 104)
(Abouchami et al. 2012). c
Vertical distribution of 112/110Cd
at the four stations shown (a). The
arrows illustrate the effect of bio-
logical uptake and re-
mineralization on the Cd isotopic
composition of the water. Surface
waters are ‘heavy’ due to prefer-
ential uptake by phytoplankton of
the ‘light’ Cd isotope, while
‘light’ Cd in deeper waters is ac-
quired from recycled organic
matter
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cooling of the stratosphere. So far, the observations are incon-
clusive regarding a recent recovery of the Antarctic ozone.
The simulation of ozone-related changes in atmospheric
circulation and sea ice extent using the EMAC chemistry-
climate model reveals a positive correlation between the
Southern Annular Mode index and sea ice extent on interan-
nual time scales in agreement with observations. Due to these
results, for the second half of the twenty-first century, when
total column ozone is projected to recover, the GHG induced
climate change will dominate and Antarctic sea ice concentra-
tion will decrease. Multi-model ensemble coupled
atmosphere-ocean general circulation model simulations
show that climate change impacts on extra-tropical cyclones
(ETCs) lead to a decrease of the total number of cyclones at
the end of the twenty-first century, but the number of extreme-
ly strong ETCs increases.
The regional climate model simulations (HIRHAM4) with
a horizontal resolution of 50 km made significant progress
with regard to the water cycle over Antarctica. Covering the
years 1958 to 1998, the mean atmospheric circulation, synop-
tic weather systems, and the spatial distribution of precipita-
tion minus sublimation structures are realistically simulated.
The observed increase in surface mass accumulation at the
West Antarctic coasts and reductions in parts of East
Antarctica could be explained by the modelled P-E trends.
The parameterization of sub grid-scale processes is still a
great challenge for climate research. Work funded by the DFG
concentrated on the parameterization of turbulence with a fo-
cus on convection studies over leads and during cold-air out-
breaks. Using the Large Eddy Simulation model PALM, cases
with and without organized roll convection were investigated
with the focus on vertical turbulent fluxes. A striking finding
was that these fluxes do not differ between roll and non-roll
cases. This implies that a development of additional parame-
terization schemes accounting for specific characteristics of
roll convection is not necessary in numerical weather predic-
tion and climate models. On the other hand, the impact of
leads on the surface energy balance has been found to be
substantial. Progress has been obtained with the parameteriza-
tions of the lead-generated turbulence in microscale models.
The necessary studies helped to better understand the complex
processes over leads. However, parameterizations of the lead
impact on energy and momentum fluxes and their non-linear
dependence on the sea ice concentration need still improve-
ments in forthcoming climate models. In this respect, the strat-
egy of involving LES and micro/mesoscale modelling in the
parameterization development has proven to be promising.
In the marginal seas of the Southern Ocean, katabatic
winds and polynyas are features important for the air-sea
fluxes. At Luitpold Coast, the link between katabatic winds
and polynya formation was studied with the high-resolution
(5 km) non-hydrostatic atmospheric model COSMO for the
winter season. Changes in polynya area are mainly controlled
by the downslope component of the surface wind, which off-
shore component is mainly steered by a pressure gradient due
to katabatic force. The study was supplemented with regard to
polynya and dense shelf water formation using the finite ele-
ment sea ice ocean model FESOM for the southern Weddell
Sea. A large sensitivity of coastal polynya formation to the
atmospheric forcing is found. Major differences occur in
mountainous areas where the wind is strongly influenced by
surface topography. Thus, high-resolution atmospheric
models are needed to provide realistic forcing for sea ice-
ocean models in theWeddell Sea area. The model efforts were
complemented by a long-term study for coastal polynyas
using MODIS thermal-infrared imagery. Thin-ice thickness
and sea-ice production were determined on a daily basis with
a high spatial resolution of 2 km. The most efficient sea ice
production areas are the polynyas off Ronne and Brunt Ice
Shelves. All regions show a high interannual variability and,
except for Coats Land, a negative trend for sea ice production.
The high-resolution (2 km) data set represents a new bench-
mark for the validation of model estimates of sea ice produc-
tion in Weddell Sea polynyas.
4.2 Ocean
Combining observations and state-of-the-art numerical
models, the German efforts in the ocean focused on the chang-
es in circulation and water mass ventilation, and the impact of
these changes on ice shelf melting as well as the distribution of
trace elements and climate relevant trace gases such as CO2.
Starting in 1984, the monitoring at a high-resolution hydro-
graphic section along the Prime Meridian represents the lon-
gest time series in the Southern Ocean. Together with a section
across the central Weddell Sea, it constitutes the major portion
of hydrographic data from the Atlantic sector of the Southern
Ocean. The AABW formation rate inferred from the current
meter observations (3–4 Sv) corresponds to inverse modelling
approaches (5–6 Sv) and other hydrography or tracer-based
estimates (4–5 Sv). Recently, indications for changing water
mass properties and a possible reduction of deep and bottom
ventilation in the Weddell Sea have emerged. The CTD sec-
tions (1984 to 2008) reveal a significant warming in the deep
waters, while WSDW became saltier and WSBW fresher.
Moreover, the cross section area occupied by WSBW at the
Prime Meridian declined by 25 %. Based on long-term CFC
time series, all deep water masses within theWeddell Sea have
been continually getting older and less ventilated during the
last 27 years. The decline of the ventilation rate ofWSDWand
WSBW by 18–23 % seems to be mainly caused by mixing
with WDW, which aged much faster by 35 %.
Despite their relevance, the variability of ventilation and
formation rates of deep and bottom waters and the related
storage of Cant in the Southern Ocean is currently not well
constrained. Numerical models with very high resolution are
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promising and necessary to account for the complex
atmosphere-ocean-sea ice-interaction and for irregularities in
the bottom topography. In union with the reduced ventilation
of the deep and bottomwaters,Cant uptake and storage slowed
down by 14–21 % as compared to the steady state situation
with level ventilation. The mechanism behind the reduction of
Cant uptake in the Weddell Sea may well be an elevated up-
welling of subsurface water, which occurred at least during the
1990s and 2000s. Downwelling of dissolved organic carbon
(DOC) in the Weddell Sea contributes to the buffer in the
ocean carbon cycle. It is not clear how this carbon buffer will
evolve in the future global biogeochemical cycle and how it
affects the climate system. Further removal of DOC depends
primarily on microbial degradation and light availability (pho-
to degradation). Via the formation of ventilated deep and bot-
tom waters, the acidification is passed on to the deeper realms
of the Weddell Sea and from there to the global ocean with a
typical time scale of hundreds to thousands of years. In the
bottom water of the Weddell Sea significant reductions—
slightly less than in the surface layer—of pH were found.
However, the onset of an aragonite undersaturation in the
Weddell Sea is still under debate—under steady conditions it
might not occur before year 2100 (for calcite even later) or as
early as the 2030s in a coastal region east of theWeddell Gyre.
Using He and Ne isotope observations, including the hy-
drographic data along the aforementioned sections, the contri-
bution of glacial melt to the Weddell Sea water masses is
estimated to be 35 ± 19 Gt year−1 (1 Gt = 109 tons) for the
Larsen (LIS) and 123 ± 53 Gt year−1 for the Filchner-Ronne
Ice Shelves (FRIS). These numbers are a mean over several
decades. Melt water more directly fed into the world ocean
originates from the LIS fringing the westernWeddell Sea. Part
of this freshwater remains on the northwestern Weddell Sea
continental shelf causing a freshening of the winter shelf water
column and a salinity decrease of the deepwaters in the central
basin of Bransfield Strait. Projections, based on IPCC AR4
climate scenarios, show that the density structure on the south-
ern Weddell Sea continental shelf may allow the slope current
to penetrate into the Filchner Trough transporting warm water
of open ocean origin to the deep FRIS grounding line. This
might boost the basal mass loss by roughly a factor of 10. The
associated thickness decrease has severe consequences for the
buttressing potential of the ice shelf and the dynamics of the
ice streams draining East Antarctica. The increase in glacial
meltwater also freshens the western Weddell Sea continental
shelf, reducing the basal melting of LIS. This indicates a link
between the different ice shelves via the continental shelf and
slope circulations and calls for circumpolar rather than region-
al approaches if the interaction of the Southern Ocean with
Antarctic ice shelves is investigated.
Many ocean iron fertilization experiments provided sup-
port for the stimulation of phytoplankton primary production,
but a recent study also supports the carbon export from an
iron-stimulated phytoplankton bloom to the deep ocean.
Extrapolating the results of such mesoscale experiments to
larger space and time scales is hardly possible, in part, due
to the complexity of interactions between the species building
the marine food web. Complexity begins already at the level
of the primary producers, evenwithin the genus of the diatoms
of which some act as carbon sinkers while others drain pre-
dominately silicate. The dependence of Cd/P and Zn/P uptake
on the availability of other trace metals, most importantly Fe,
has clear implications for their use as paleo-tracers of past
deep water circulation and nutrient utilization. Culture studies
are needed to fully understand the physiological mechanisms
governing the uptake and resulting isotope fractionation of Cd
and Zn in the oceans, and they will be paramount for estab-
lishing a link with the global carbon cycle.
High-resolutionmapping of particulate and dissolved 234Th in
surface water in comparisonwith satellite chlorophyll-a and trace
metal data shows a time lag of 1–2 months between bloom
development and the export of absorbed trace elements to depth.
However, bottom scavenging or scavenging in opal-rich areas
create locally significant variations in these radionuclide distribu-
tions. Near the Antarctic Peninsula, thorium isotopes (234Th and
232Th) combined with trace metals (Al, Mn, Fe) show signatures
highly influenced by terrigenous inputs and effects of sediment
resuspension while Antarctic BottomWater concentrations at the
Prime Meridian indicate interactions with the continental shelf
off East Antarctica. The observed isotope signature suggests a
source region of AABW at about 60° E, east of the Weddell
Gyre.
In summary, German Antarctic research of the last decade in
collaboration with international partners fostered significantly
our understanding of a variety of climate relevant processes in
the atmosphere and the ocean as well as at their interface.
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